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 .PILOT.  SCBEHES  A1TJJ  BTUDIES  TO  COMBAT  POVERTY 
------------------~--·-------
In accqrdanoe ui  th the Council Decbion. of 22  Ju~y 1975 · and 
Chapter 30,  Art.)06t  Item  3060  of  the  Co~u.'t1i  ty B1.1dget  the _Commission 
may  use  credi  "ts  to  promote . or provide finartcial  aid for pilot. schemes 
vli  th .  a  viev-r  to . developing new  methods  of helping persons beset  by or . 
threatened  ><Ti th poverty a,nd  to  promote,  carry out or  ..  provide· financial 
aid for. pilot Gtudies to  improve understanding of tp.e  nat:t,ire,  .causes,  scope 
2  .. nd oeoha.ni.sms  of. poverty in the Community for the purpose  of providing 
concrete  information to the  Member  Staten and the  Community. 
The  Council  Decision of 22  July also  lays dovm  that pilot schemes 
shall  be  pia.nned  and  ca.:..~ried 9ut as far as possible 1'1i th the participation 
of those  conc;erned  and  shall be  of interest to  the  Comrrruni ty as a  'l'rhole 
in that they deal  vJi th problems  common  to  more  than one  Member  State  • 
.tmne:::es  1  .._  23  contain a  series of pilot scr.emes  and  studies 
involving a  su1n  of  hro million fi'le  ht.mdl~ed.  thousand uo a..  to  be  charged against 
the  1975  budget. 
Each of these  schemes  and  studies has  beeri proposed  by the liem-
ber  Eta  te  on >vhose  terri  to~r it is to  be  carried out,  Hi  th the  exception 
.  . 
of the transnational  r-'t12.dies  nos.  · 22  and  23  " 
Rega,rcling  stud~.' ntunber  ·22  consent has  been.  obtained from  the  3  !•!em-
ber States concerned  and  regarding  stu~ number  23  consent  has  been obtained 
from  the nine  ~~ember States. 
The  Commission ie there:f'ore  requested  : 
- to decide  on  tb,e  d.esirabili  ty of implementing the pilot schemes and 
studios of Hhich the  technical details are  at-bachedi 
~- to  authorise:  for this purpose  1  the  allocation of a  tote1  sum  of t•,to  million 
five  hundred thousand  u~a. to be  ohareed against the .19J5  Budget 
pursuant  to Chapter  301.A;rt.306,item  3060,to  promote  or aid pilot  schemes 
and promote  1  ca.rry out or aid.  pilot studies  i 
-to authorise  the Director General for.Social  Affairs to sign tha 
contl;'acts  for tho firet yo~ of the  saidr pilot, scherJ.os  ano"  stu.c",.ies 1 
ne..noly  1  December  1975 ;to l  Decenber 1976  ..  ,•·  .;. ,··. 
•  •'  •··  r,·.~r  ~, '••  ••  ~  .....  )•,~  ..  ,·~•  i  ~  .,,~ 
to  authorise  the Director General  for  Soci<.~J  Affairs to  senr. letters to  the 
Gove~ments and.  o~@3.nisatio:tls·  're~Bon."sibl·e: r'or  thEf-~-pi·io·~: · sc:tfcrj·08  and  studies 
Nhich ;_appea;..·-i~ the apperithx·,·- indicating thai· the ·cor~rtlissi'on ~a.i;rees· ·to  pro:.. 
vide  COT.lllr~tti ty aid'  for the c:second  year. of the siid  pil~t "'scheme's  and .  studie  ~  1  • 
subject t;'  th~\ a.ppro,ral :of  th"e  1976 bu.d·get  by the· Co!T.inunity -ltutho:dti~s 9  for a 
totei of'  tt\"o  million eigl1t -hundred  and..  eighte.en thousanct' six· h1md.red  ancl  six- • 
,ty four·u.a.  charged· against  the 1976  bnclge·t;,  Chapter 30 1 ·Art. 306,  the  said 
aiel being  g-:r'anted  in ·-contracts covering the  period 1  December 1-976  to ·1  De-
ce1uber  1977 ,· 
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PROJETS  ET  ETUDES-PILOTES  POUR  COMBATTRE  LA  PAUVRETE 
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IRELAND> 
lo•:~ !ri:Sh National  Committee  on Pilot 
Sch~mes to combat  Poverty (Com-
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BELGIUH 
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.  ·~.  . :·' 
Gcnorr:cl  Action Comr:'oi ttce of the Ha.rolleo  ( Comi te General  d 
7 Action des 
Mar'oll.es) • 
/ 
II. Description of ,the _project,  its aims  c;-rid  justification· 
The  General  Action  Cornmi ttee of t'he Marolles has· undertak€ni to  combat 
. poverty by creating or strengthening baoio 6Toups for action On 'housing, 
eco"1b:;1y  a::K1  cul  turo. 
1)  Poverty has various aspects  :  lack of food,  clothing,  accommodation, 
·' 
· educetion, ·personal and social facilities. It also has  ca·u.ses  that may 
1Je  assig.1ec1.  to two  cate[:;"ories  :  individual  (psychological,  ~h:'/sical, 
noral)  and.  cocie.l  ( dysfun~tioninc; of the socio-cultural fra.m(n.rork). 
Because of the specific characteristics and the causes  of poverty, 
action to eliminate it must be taken on several levels;;/ Appropriate 
in:lividu,al  cocial:....welfare  assiste.nce ca:r;mot  solve the whole question. 
•.·. It. has· proved  necessar;;~ to form  groups,  tvhether  o:r.  not  of a  fot;nal 
nature,  to  enable people to  reco~ize their situation and thus become 
s'elf-a.v-;are~ 
:2)  Society tends,  hol,!e~er,  tOl-rn.rds  m~ssffic!\ti.on , toward~ the  disappea-
~ance ot:  institutions as interffi'ediairiea  o;f'  the uni  veraal.  The  result 
is ,the formation of pockets of poverty;  fringe groups  1-rho  cannot  esta-
blish the essential human  contacts in towns  arid  seekthem,  often in 
Vail'l,  in neighbourhood relations Hhich,  by their  't.~~i'..lly informal 
· character,  are a  means  for· man  to find himself acain ~nd raise himself. 
Urban groups  today,  which are sets of people  thrown together,  need a 
"reactor",  an 
,·  .}::-.. ···.  .  . 
or~nizational 'pi'op,  in order to surnve and  evolve. 
3)  The  lack of resources  which is particularly characterist:i,c of  th~ 
'Marolles quarter is reflected most  clearly and forcibly in poo;, 
housing.  That  72  %  of housing is insa.ni  tary shoV>rs  the need. to tackle 
this pro'tlom. ' 
:)  . ' 
',,.  ••' 
Local  groups have  formed,  urged on above all by the immediate needs 
:  .  •  •.  ~ !,  .  ·~  .....  '} 
of survival  and,  secondly,  concerned with  t~eir futur~'L  ·  '--
...  ·.  ..·  ·:.. 
4)  Another means  of combatting poverty is to  adept  nr0d:J.c~~2.E t,L.l'li ts · 
to the requirements  of the district and its inhabitapts.  The  torell  ... 
knotm atmosphere'  ·~f .the 'lfarblf.e~ is  :-bdrir of····the 'unity··  o-~,·.the' livihi" 
.  ··  ... :6,:nct.t·rorking· environment,  and the sp.ecial features  of local work are 
the lack of a.pprenticeshi!'s  anc1.  ·of fi:x:c"d  working hours.  'Ihe·  General 
Action Committee  Na..l"lt:J  to  find  no~1 outlets ,for existh1g· cra:.<'.t3, ·to 
. .  . ~t~:sa<::t. !lew  industry aJJ.d  ~?· set up  a  few  small  model  t·ror~shop;3 .  Hhi·c!l 
:'".J·.·:·· ..  W~ru.d il1 a_ se!).Se  act  ~S .an incenti'!'e  and  spur  t.()  fu~e  .develo:P~ent. 
,  ~·  <sJ. :ThE;l  aim ·o:f .the;  whole project is to  integ:roa.te· the· d1stri"ct and·. ·its 
<·· .... inhabitanta. into urban society. 
.......  '  '  ..  irr. Technical  features 
~.·a) .•. 'l'he  Committ·ee·can see no  way"of,  or.  even a...'1Y·point  in,  :•co·o!"dint.1-ting'; 
.. qr·"putting: under ·one  hD.trr  the  \1('1.-i'iOUS  groups  operatin;g ·in 'thio dist!'ict 
.<,eith'er•at local level  or in terms  o'f actiVities.  Ye-t· these grbU:ps must 
meet  in order to exiat. The  meetings  can no longer,  however,· ·b'e  based  .. 
.  -Of;l  the PYramid  system,  l':hich .\'Ia.B  inspired by observa1;i_o!}  of'  .. a>st.abl"e ;· 
, ,,.worid  a~d ref+e~ted a  hie~arohi·~- view  ~f· scci~ty  •.  Ot~er.  fo~s o~ inter-
.  .  .  .  .  .  ""  ~  .  '  ' 
BrO)l.P  re;Lation_s  are .POS13ible  and have .been or t<d,ll  be  esta.bl~cheli : 
.:..  Local  Committees 
....  Exoc\ltiveConunitte@~ respo,nsible.:for promoting t.he  va:rious  activities 
~  .. Ma.t.lagement :~mtllnittee.made up  of the ~e~  of the Executive Committees 
and of the local groups. 
.  .  :.·;.  .  .I 
Five_:E¥cecutive _Comroit_tee_s  ~.oyer a- number  of l'~~gr~mes :-
-health 
..  ,- ·•  ·_ ..  ~ 
•.'  ...  e~onorny  .  ::-
··-'  :,  ' J .. 
- · schooling 
- allegiance  (religion,  language,  identification) 
- social 
-political. ... 
.  \ 
·- 3  -
b)  Th13Mo.rolles district covers  about  50'hectares and riow  has  some 
<.  • 
15 000  inhabitants.  About  one.tenth of this population is affected 
by~ a  pilot  scheme  for n;rban  renel..,al,  nm-1  in progress,  which is 
planned eventually to  cover the' entire district  •. 
A high proportion of the population lives  01~ or· below thtJ.poverty 
line  :  39 %  of families  have  an income  below Bf.rs  7. 500 /month, 
73  %  an income below Bfrs 15  000/month. 
c)  This project mil be defined more  precisely in the course of its 
operation and in close collruJoration with the  popUlatio~ concerned. 
i  . ·  .• ~  ..  -~. 
•  •  \ ..  ~  -'  J  I. 
d)  In the near fut:ure  the action team  for {he  t<L.~rolles will  be expanded 
.. and a  p~rallel,  similar teC>,m  set up for a  second 'sub-distric~· 
Ls  soon as possible,  fou.r  local teams will be put to work  (about 
three.  campl'l.ign.ers  to  a  terun)  supervised by a·  coordin.."l-tin:g  tea~· 
(three or four persons),· making ,a  total 6f some  15  persons. 
e)  OrtJanizations with 'Hhich  coordinated activities are pla!'l.ned 
- Action Nationc.,,le  pour la 5ecuri  te Vi tale (Nati;nal ,  "'ction group 
· 'working for im;rovement  of Hvine  s-tandards) . 
:...  Habitat Huma.in  (Human  Habitat) 
•  Atelier de 'Recherche et .d.' Action Urb~ine (Urban  R~search and>. 
Action Group) . 
- r·iinistry for French Cultural Affairs 
- Ministry of Constr1:tction 
-Commission frangaise de la culture (French Culture Committee). 
IV.  Financial. Aspects 
1975' 
1979 
.Other 
· fina.n:cement s 
BF  .5~7_05.000 
BJ:i' 6.  560.750 
,· 
E.E.C. · 
EF  5·705.000 
.BB"  6.560.750 ~-
·-·· 
•  .' •  f.  I  ~· • •  ._ ; ... ,• 
.. ,  . 
. , 
·:·:, 
ItO!i'OEDS  School' 
..  ···- 4 
...  \'  -
·.  ·  ..  ·. 
. ..  ~ ~  . 
•,:  .  ."¥  \  ·';• 
... ·: 
•  ~  • I 
. -· 
II. P£.ief  desc.~tjon of thC.J£2.tect2  including :i.ts rurpose' and  the  reasons 
· ':for !it  ·:  ·  .-' 
.  .  ., 
-'!Ihe  mesh 'of ·the ·Danish soCial ·assistance  6ystem net is, for a number of rea-
sons,  so  fine  that it catches almost all those  .,1ho  are in any need:  "tillatcoover~ 
I_t  is therefore probable that tho  categ:>rieo of person,  who  fail t9  obtain 
.  "th_e  _aid ,prescribed .by  the  sys;tem  are  rela.,tive~y fel-Ia,.'ld.of little statisti-
•  •  I  ·:  : <- •  ~  •  •  '  '·:  •  •  '  •  •  > '  '• •  •  :...  L  ; 
c~. importance.  Moreove,r~  hidden distress .is a  known  phenomenon.  Thus 7  the 
•,  'f; ~ ~  o· •  - • .:  :  •  •  ·.  •  • t  :  •  •  •  •  .  I  •  •  ," 
number of permanently homeless in Copenhagen.is estimated at around 4 000. 
~e pro.gremne  at issue  aims  to  : 
1. d.eterminc. the· categories of· pc;rso.n  which 
a •..  are:· eit~er not ;covered _b-.f  the  sy-stem 7 
,. 
·:.-: 
.··.·,  ::  b.  or cannot  be  so  O()Vered,. 
.  .  .. ,  .  - ., 
c.  do  not  know  hol·l'  .to  take  ~dvan.:tage of thcpO,f?t:Jibilities  t-:hich  are 
open to them; 
·  2.  find. out for what  .. reason,  whether inlwrcnt in the  s:t1·u:cture, of society 
in general or in the  system of social  aasistancr;- in particulart .certain 
categories of needy ·persons escape  through the mesh or· the --syE:temi 
3.  determine  tho conditions and the possible methods "of  g~a.....J.ting  aid; 
4.  create  for~s of aid designed to 
a.  meet  the  basic ·needs  (food,  lodging,  heating,  clqthing) '·  ...  .,  .";' 
b. -engender  a  '~<'lish  to change· the existing situation and' 
c.  provide  the desired opportunities for eoci>1l  betterment,  medical  -.  .  ... 
··  treatment  and vocational as'sista.."l'loe. 
:,.~  '' 
In theory,  this aid v-till  d~p~};ci on the_%i  tuat-ion of those affected and will 
b~ _defoioped  and  amended  as . it'  eyf;ly6~s-: 
. }''.  ;~;  ; 
This project fuust  be  sot up at ·~~:¢e in order thc.'"\t  the first months  may  be 
'  :  ~~  '...  . 
devoted to defining problems1  and  ilj_O:pa.rticular  to seeking out  the  ~:~.ffected 
~~ 
categories.  The  next  six months  wii~~;, be  devoted to making contact with 
those affected and creating variou~:  i"oirm!l  of' aid. 
The  promoters of the project have  in mind  a  three-year programme,  structured 
in such a  way  that the first yeC!f.,•of  the  programme  can be  of value  in its otm 
right if finance for the  second  ~(i·, third years  should not  be  forthcoming  • 
. ~~: 
... 
.... III. Financial  Aspects 
1975 
··':.  . .. 
·, 
·.·: 
..  ·, ..... ,  .. ·.  ·.'·'~  . 
.,_ 
- 5 -
.... Other''. 
financements 
DKr  245.000 
:-; 
( 
.:· 
··,.· 
..  ,  ..  •' 
E.E.C. 
DKr  245.000 
'· 
-•' 
.  ~. , .. 
·.· ,...  ,, 
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... ,a  ERMAN Y 
';  '  .  ...  . .  (~-~· .. 
I. Responsible  or~anization 
:  ;.  .~  ... 
Institute  fo~  ·,soc~al ·~search and social.,policy (Institut  fiir  Sozia:lfor.schung 
und  G~sellschaftspolitik - Cologne) 
II. Project,  aims  and motivation 
A considerable number  of people  t-Tho  are entitled to the ma.terie.l  and persona,,. 
welf~e assistance guaranteed by  l~.w do  not  a.pply  for it. 
Moreoyer,  there is reason to presume that the demand  for social welfare and, 
therefore,  the burden on the social welfare offices will increase in the coming 
y~ars. 
' 
The  s~tuation i~ the  social welfare offices,  which are a.lrea.d.y  chronically 
ove~iorked, must  be viewed against this background. 
The  aim  of' the  survey .is,  therefore: 
1. To: adapt  the social administration to the expected increased dema..t'ld  for 
social welfare  and the resulting increa.sed bUTden. 
2.  To  investigate means  of stopp~ng the flow of social t·relfare to persons who, 
in some  cases at.least,  are able to help themselves.  In order to achieve 
th~s,  a  number of persons  from  this group of clients could be given inten-
si~e help over a  fairly long period of time by an interdisciplinary social-
therapeutic team with the aim  of ~~ing them increasingly independent  of 
so~ial welfare measures.  ~·<"··.,·~·: )>; 
II!. Implementation of the project 
.  -~::~\·  ;~  .f~·.:~J.~ 
r  :  :  ~~ 
~.::.t~  f;~:.-\· 
a) Methods  of proven value in empirical social research,  sooial educati:on and 
social work will be  used. 
b) It. is intended to investigate two  areas of Cologne inhabited mainly by members 
of.the lower class (labourers)  and  l~wer lower class (the homeless,  people 
without  steady jobs,  people  livina, pn>the margin of or below subsistence 
level).  ·  .  1dr,,L  :.::;>l 
There are 20  000  inhabitants in the.~pld part of the city;  at present there 
are 10  000  inhabitants in the  new,.d~velopment area,  which was  planned to 
J'' ., 
house  20  000.  !';·: 
...  J~ r·: 
o)  The  target groups to be  investig~~ifJd will take part in the planning,  imple-
mentation and conclusions of t~!'l project: 
;~ ·;:  .. 
- the social administration  n .  •·!_,,  ,.:  t; 
...  the clients of the  social-th.~~a~~~t:i.o team. 
~~  ·;  ~:  •  ':> ;'• ' •  c:·.J\ 
,, 1 -
I  ' 
d)  Methodical. steps,  duration and timetable of  __ .the project: 
( 
Phase  1.  - Development .of the methodological instruments -and  assessment 
thereof in preliminary tests; 
- Training the participants and beginning 'Of  the 
1'social serial 
. investigation",; 
.. - Coordination of the  social,;..therapeut.ic team's work  and beginning · 
of work with selected groups of clients. 
Duration:  six-months 
Phar::te  2.  - furati  ::>n:  six months 
Phase  3.  - Duration:  six months 
Phase 4·  - Development  9f models  of demand-oriented social administration 
al'ld · sooi:=d work. 
puratiora six months 
The  data that  can be  standardized will be  evaluated in the computer cen-:t;re.  .  .  .  .  ~ 
ot Co.logne University by electronic data-processing machines. 
IV. Financial  .Aspect~ 
1975: 
'1976: 
Other  finanoements 
325  100  DM 
308  100  DM: 
,.  '·  .. 
\' 
EEC  - 325.100  DM 
308 ·100. DM 
... .·;  .  :-
L  Responsible  qr~anhe.tion . 
.  , .  .._  .··  ....:...··  -.. 
..  \  ···~ 
- D -
··-::.!; 
GERMANY 
. -~~  ..  ·~ ...  ;':.~.~- ; ··:  .!..,  • 
.  '..-;:. 
.,  ·,  ·' 
'1)  Associ~tion for  vlelfar~ Housing  (Verein  fi.ir So.zi~l~.  H~i~statten) 
II. Description of the pre,jedt,· its aims  iin.d  motivatio,r. 
.... 
t  .·  -1  1 
a) No  gt-oup  of people in the FUR  pr~sonts so  mt'.ny  of· the  fea.tu.res  o~ pove::ty 
as the  ~roup ~rhi  ch we  can call Vl:"-€rant s ~ 
They have no  money,  no  fixed abode,  no  j6b 'and·often suffer from'seriohs 
Ulhesses.  ..... '  ~' ...  ·:~  '~  ~~  ' ..  : ,  ·:.  ': ·'  ..  :"  .  '  .  ·,  ~  .  .  . 
The. number of vagrants in the FGR  is estim?tcq. at. 109. oqo. 
In pl!inciple the system of aid for the ·'ll'egraxi.ts  ~qS not~}l:h~ed since the 
mi~-pineteenth ·century, Because of the lack of diagnostic  and therapeutic 
.  .  .  . 
·  fac~lities,  aid. begins,  after a. brief period of' ·recuperation ·in ··welfa.re 
institutions,. with the:immediate atten1pt to reintegl'ate ·1:he 'person ·C~:>ncerned 
into working and  social life. This  attempt nearly always fails. 
...  ..  ~··:  :-
t  ••·  .·  ·.:  -~~  ....  :.~~.~  i:""  ...  ~;.  .. '  ..  ~~  ~ 
Research done  by thq  L~stitute of Psychology of TUbingen·University in 
,.  .-:  • •  •  ....  '..  • ... :  .'  ~ •  •  ...  ' ••  ; .. ~:.&  •  '~ 
, coqtlera:tj.'6J:l .with the Association for Helfare Housing clearly indicated a 
, cpmpl~ ,of  symptoms  ..rhich .suggests  a  psyohosyndrp~e ~hat exists,  can  11e 
described and· can be treated by therapeutic meens.  The  fight  against poverty 
among  vagrants by material means  has failed:  the next  step is to remo,ve  the 
psy~hosy.ndrome and to reorganize rehabilitation measures. 
b)  Like the preliminary research,  the project itself takes  a~oount of medical,. 
sociological,  socio~pedagogic and  legal aspects. 
The  main aim  ~f the research group is as follows:  to amplif.y the welfare 
ach~me for v~ants, which was  hitherto based merely on  maxe~ial benefits, 
by  diagnosti~~ therapeutic and preventive measures,  and.  to make  existing 
~habilitation measures as efficient as possible. 
III. !mplementation o_f  the project  :_  :~;  . 
a) The  methods of various  d.i~cipiirtes:·:wih be used.  For the rest, the project 
~  i  ;  .  ::  - '. 
will satisfy the  requirementf'~t empi~ic~,l social research,  modified as 
'  );· 
:  ~  ;  <  •  ; •• 
;_!  . 
'• 
'  '  ,-· 
l·: 
./. - 9 
~equi~ed by the nature of the  res~arch project. 
b) The  nurnber of permanent  vagrahts··in. the  Federe.l Republic is estimated at 
50  000 to 100 000.  The  number  of periodic vagrants is diffi_cult  to  estimate., _. 
but  presumably exbeeds  200  000. 
I  -~~  ' .  .  J,  ·'  . .  "  •'  . .  '· 
-·  c)  Hith~rto, no  v~riints have pco.rticipated fn  pl~ing the proje?t,.  Almost  by 
definition, this group does not  A-ttempt  to organize itself to protect its 
interests.  Active partici.pa,tion in the projept 'by va.gran:ts is th'qs  one. of 
the main objectives of t-his programme. 
d)  t·!ork  on the progrpJlll:le  1,.,rill  begin on  1  January 1976  and finish. on Jl December  1977. 
ThEl  prpject' s  progr:C~mme is divided up  into five phases·. 
e). Following the· principles of behavioural research,  t~e pra'ject will be· 
.  . 
evaluated step by step during its ~ourse· arid  the:· results will then be 
incorporated in the prograJilllle • 
. The  firial report  vd.ll be  completed on 3l.December  1~77  • 
.  -f) A _consultative research  co~ittee will be  formed  for t.he, projeot •. It ,will 
include_representatives or: 
1.  The  Federal Ministry fs>r  Health,  Youth  and: FflJI!ily Affairs 
2.  The  Ministry for Labour  and  Social Order 
3. the charitable organizations of the Evangelical Church  in Germany,  etc. 
Dl.  Financial Aspects 
1975: 
1976: 
.  .  :  __ .... 
other  financem~n,:t  §. 
319  750  DM·.  ,---
367  713  DM. 
EEC  -
319.750  DM 
. ·  3  67  713  DM  .. ·:'·· _,..  ---._  ........ 
- 10 -
·: :·  ~ -~·~.  ·-:~ ... ': :·::. :::  .•. :.-' .·  ..... ·:. ·t' 
:  ,_. ..  : :.; 
....  . . . .  ~.  .  ·:--- ·'·.  :!  .  ;_.. 
;'  . .  :  '  ..  ··~._;-
I.  ResPo~sible.  o~gpni~~tion/authorit;z  (  .·:  '.  ' 
Jol,pt .project _of. t~e .two ..  dist~ict  ..  aasociations. ~OJ;' '.'A.rbei  terwohl:f'~t 
11  i:tl  Essen  ·-
~d  ~ispur~·  ·(~  ar~a).  -.  .  .  .. \,  .  . '.  .  _  ·:  ·:· 
·.·  .  -:  .'•'• ... :  .  ~  ,:  .··~  ..  ·..  ...  ..  :  .. 
.,  ! 
For various reasons the homeless represent  an unusually high proportion· of 
.  I'  - . .,··  ,.  •  •·''  .  · ... :  . ;  .  '  · .. •.  .  .,  .  •  .  •  .  .  ·~  ...  ·.  • ..  ·,  .'  .  .  !  .··  . 
. the tota:l popula,tion i:ri  areas of muni'oipal  concentra:tion such  ;;>.s  the RvJJ.r  arcao 
Over  a  period of t~e.;yelars the bases 'a:ttd:  'means  of  ~orking with this target 
group- ·a.r.a  .,.o  be  examined  and modified 'in/Essen and Duisburg within ther f'ratJie.:.. 
work  ~f _Mght  different .-joint  projects.- ··  ···;' 
The  working bases and methods  a.re -direct-ed at ·mQbilizing ·the target popU.lation 
with 'a view eventually  .. to cre?-ting self-help org:ani?;ation_s .~ housi:nz  est~.tes, 
..  ·..  ~·  .  ...  .  . 
municipalities  and regional units. 
I 
'A' wo'rldlig  approach 'coordinated in terms o.f  ccinte~t,  method  and  o~an~·zation of  .  .  .  '  . 
the kind described makes it possible to reduce· the ·mat erfa,t and ·p~ycho-social 
deficit in the  sit~ti~ri of the honieless 'and 'to  take. ineastires t6  ~p~event 
children and young people  from  d.e~eloping  ·  l-ll'ong ly. 
..  ..  --~--- ! 
·.  ·~·- .... 
III. Technical featUres 
1  .  .  . 
a) The.  objective of the·  project  suggests that,  during the individuarl phases, · 
trend~ .apd  p;rooesses;t.dlLeinei~ge which. will be  evaluated and  support~d by 
the ··:resources  and methods of  the research project. 
That· is'  ~-~hy various methods will be based only· on the interim resU.lts  and 
experiences gained during the course of the project. 
On  the other hand,  even at this stage the project is based on  methods which 
m~  be  summarized as follows: 
- stimulative interviews with persons concerned 
- group 1-rork 
- further education weekends 
advice. 
b) At  the present. time it is  e~tini~tecl ·that  some  600.000 pooplo 
may be described as homeless •. f.';he.  ?hcu-acteristics of this group  e,re  as 
,.;{  · •. ·•  •  •  .  ~I  3 
~  ~ -;  follo-vrs: 
.;. 
I  :j  ;.·, 
'~-. I 
\ 
11 
- very  l~t·r  level of sociali-zation 
- high risk of loss of job 
- material poverty 
- freqLtent  personality disturbances 
large ntimber of child;en 
living _conditions unfit for human  beings. 
The  joint project  in Essen and Duisburg comprises  campaigns  covering in 
.  '  -
all some  3  000  adults,  young people and children in this t:lrget group. 
o)  T~e project  is based on  intensive cooperation and participation by the 
taxget  group  ccncernod. 
d)  All the details of the project  cannot  be described at this stage. However, 
it can 1)e  divided into basic phases: 
Phase  I 
Structural analyses,  stimulative interviet-Ts,  ana.lysis of requ.irements, 
further. education axrangement s,  beginning. of new  approaches in group v1ork. 
Phelse II 
Ex:pansion of adult groups  nnd children's ple,y groups,  hommvork  assistance, 
advisory se:fVice  for schoolohild:ren,  establishment  of self-:-help  organizations. 
Phase  III 
Expansion of self-help organizations,  resettlement,  stabili-zation of Phase II. 
e) The uorking bases in the various projects make  great  demands  on the qu.alified 
staff associated in them.  The ?rojcct must  be  supported by interdisciplinary 
tvork. 
f)  It is not  yet possible to provide  a  list of organizations,  associations,  etc. 
•-lith which the project will coop·erate.  Certain coopera.tion requirements tvill 
emerge  from  the project itself. 
' -....  -- ·---
IV.  Financial Aspects 
Other 
.-... 
1975  DI~ 
·-:"'·.  •"'.; 
1976  DM 
' 
{. 
: 
=._:  .  :· .  ~ •.  ... 
'.: 
·.!-
t. 
:. ':- -~. 
~:- ·. 
.  -~:  .. 
i  . 
..... •  •  ,.  ~  4  - •  '  ... 
financements-
'• 
'  .. 
375  000 
431  250 
'·. 
.  ''-~ 
· ... · ·.·  .. 
·.- ·i-
-:. 
·-
DM  325  000 
-·  .·.  .  .  .-; 
.' ..  - l  i  .. 
•  ~:  ,  '  *•  •  I  •  .  ~ 
•·.·  -.."c~i-;: 
-;-. 
.·. -·· 
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FRANCE 
Centre  d'Orientatioh Psychologique  et  Social  (C~B~P.E.S.  Hcen~re 
for."~eychoiogical·and Social  Ad.justment) 
·.II.  Description of the pro.,iect  - aims· anj.  justi.f_!_ga'tion 
a)  These  are  proposals  f'or  a  seri'es of· measures  to as.sist. socially 
handicapped ,famiii~s,by keeping' the young children iit their original 
environment  so-that  both the 'child and  the  family ·group  can  be 
.  . 
educated and their social position improv-ed.  Emphasis has been 
placeci.on the  setting up of  a:n  experimental centre for  gUidance' in 
child care  (age 0-4 years),area receptiop  homes  and the  ~revision 
of  ~o~e~ welfare workers  to assist the  families  in  qU~stion.· 
b)  In France  many  studies have  been  made  of socially handicapped 
feo.milies.  This  \>.rork  has indicated a  number  of priorities which will 
be  programmed into  a  policy  ..  to prevent  social maladjustment  and 
bt.eak the  viciou's circle ?f  ~aladjust'ment which  recurs· 'in  ce.rtain 
social:" groups· bver  many  generati~ns. -such  groups. are called 
'social cases'. 
This policy intends to  avoid the build-up of  ma~gi.nal groups, 
·~  m,ad.e  'vulne.~able'. by  c.irc:umsta~ces,  by  associating them  .~lith  a: 
scheme  o:f  social betterment  fo:;- :their young  children~ 
..  .  ...  '  .  ..  .  ··. .  . . .  ~  '  . .  ':  '  .. 
The  ser.vices offered to .. these  poor  ~.EI..milies will.  be  or~anised 
.. 
around  t~.:ro  smal;L  area homes .which  can  give. temporary shelter to 
.  .  ·.  .  '  .  .  .  (  '  ·.  - . 
so~e. t_t,.Telve  chi~dren in  cB:se  of major  family  difficulties.·  .The 
assistance of three home  :Q.elps ·will give materi.al  and  educational 
help to.the families. 
.  .  :  ;.. .  . .  ~-,_  ~  . 
c)' A  r:epor~ publish:ed  in  19,7~:  b~  ... ,a  group  of ,specialists in infant 
welfare :proposes  an  ·ove;-all.·:P.~licy. for  the  care of young  children. 
In. its findin,gs,it  hqpes,th~t child  c~re.will be  organised.at 
area· level by  a  CENTR.E  which,, althou-gh not  chang:i,ng  the  ex,isting 
structures,  would  tr.uly ·co-ordinate·.  t~e ¥drk of the  variou~ bodies 
at~ present  ope~atingand.woul.d encourage  the adaptation of 
traditional methods  to meet  the true needs  of the population 
concerned,by taking basic preventive measures  and instilling 
the proper mental attitudes. 
'  '> J- • .....  •• 
"':  14  ~. 
,;  T  ~  :::r~~~::-£~j~;.  ·-~~-- ~ 
The  experts say that  child care must  be  reorgani:;sed  b_ecause  of. the  .  .  .  .  ..  .  -:·.  . 
·.·  ,.· ..  ,lack of  2orre.la.tion  between  the  theory e.nd  the'];,ractif?e .of. such 
'~ ..  ~'  '·•···,  .•  ·· •.  •,  :.  : ...  ~~.,;..  ·:.~  ••'  .'.·.  .  ~.  · ... .  :  ,  ·; ·••·  .  ,.  •  .. ;,.".'  l  •,  ..  ~ ..  ~  I 
care and  the lack ··or  und.erstartciing ··of.,  the .true  needs .of.  th.~  , 
.  .  .  .  .·  '•  .  :  . .  .  -~  . 
young  childr~n- and  t~heir 'ramilies~ -·.  . .  ; 
...  \'  .  . ., 
d) .. The  basi'c. ·contept  behirtd· the  .. e·xisting prganisation .::·.  · · 
•  •;:,. .;.  •  ··•.  •  •  .  .  ~~- •  ~  • •  .  •  ·t  ••  ·.  \',;...  . 
1)  ·  do'es  nQt 'consider child  ~ciare  as  a. facility provided for  the  · . 
·,'' .,·  l  :)· mo't.~er:  wh6  is  compel·l~d. to' 1!10rk.;  .  :  '  .  .  '  '  ·  ...  •  : . '  .. ·. / 
~)  . bri~gs  )rii~'play admi~i~trati~n.s and;  s.ervi6e~  to1hi~h  .have.~ ;. ·  ; 
··  · di;ffe~~nt·.;budgets,-~elp· differ~nt  ~ate,gor.ies·,·_bf :famili.'ee  !.~n;a .base 
.  . . ·.  ..  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  ~ 
.... ' . thei~: action,~ on  d;fferent criteria, et?  •. •  . /  . 
'.3 r  ·.  c~uld n6t  ~~p·e: with.  ~n increa.se: irt  dem~nci  f~~ chiid care' and•  I 
·,  /  ~  ·'  ...  ·  <...  ·~  ~  •.  . .•  .  .  .  .  ;- :  ·:  '. ;,  .  '  : .  ::  ;  ..  ·  ·..  . .  :·  • ...  ·!  . 
does  not  take account  of the  special difficulties (}f  poor' 
··"· 
· ·  ~  j · :Reform becomes  more 
'  .;<  ·- •  • 
\~vent·a·,  SU~h as the. public  1 S -in~reased ~wa;ren~s~  ~f' .  J. t~·: rieed's 
.  "'f',,  '  ;.  ~  ~-'  ·.  ~,:  .:·:  •  •  \'  •  ,'  '  ~  ·,  •  '  .;•'  .J  "I.,  :•  '  ·,·· 
and· ritor_e  vocal  ·ex~ress.~bn of its  dem~nds  ~nd the· fundamental' 
chaliges in  the:way·of life and'in morals.'  '!:· 
..  ·;·.  :  ·_:.·. 
III. Technical characteristics 
,•/  ..  ,,  •.  ~  •  :.1 
1'he'XIVth.Ar~qndissement in Paris  (180,000 i'nhabitant-s),which is 
now  beil,lg. reno.vated,  compi-is~s residential· areas iri.  which there 
••  •  '.•  ..!,  - • 
are  many· working wives, ar.eae  1frher·e. ·new  blocks of  fle.ts·~ 
(Habitations  ~l toyers. Moderes  - Moderate  Rent· Dwellings} are· .belng 
lmi:J,.t  and ..  d~crepi  t  areas, some  of which are  apiit.tlling and  whose 
I  .  . 
.·inhabitants live like. people in shanty  towns~~  '  .  .  .  - .  . 
Child care is the responsib'i.li  ty of the publi·c  an.d· private :bodies. , 
I~ the  XIVth  arrondissement  a  total of·  250 places are ·availabl.e 
distr~but~a·  ~~ng ei.ght ·nurseries:· 44o  authori~ati~~a  ~~-r .child: 
mi.~d,et-:s. have _been given. b.y  'th~  ·PMI,:(P~oteeti.on  ~te~nelle et  . 
.. .  Inf~nticle - Mqth~r. z:t~d:  Chii~ lielf'are)  ·~ · They  ·com~. an.d  ~o.  B.lld. are 
•  ,  .  .  . .  ~  -~  .  .,  . •  . .  ...  •  :  .  r~  •.  >  ..  .  .  ,  . 
. very. of:ten  me!iiocre: in ql!alityo ·The  cal-e-·giv~n; \)y  the ~c-~ild· 
'  '  '  '' '  •  ',  '  •  '  •  ';  ···~  . •  •  '  I •  ~  .  • •  •  :  '  \  ;  :.  •  '  ,.  '  :  ',  _'  0:  • 
minders  has_ to be· ,paid for  by'  t;h~·  f.~milies,_  ex~opt in cases, 
•.'  .,  '  .\_  •  •  :  •  •  •  h  ••  ·-.:=·;_).  .  .  . 
:·  .'~  ~J':_~.-.;  ~-:  < 
- .  ;.  '::  ..  ·. 
•  ::  :  •  •  •  ·.- ~: : ::'.  :_  J  • !.;-' •'  ~- . . • . 
.  ::  ~: .  (. 
~.  ~.  ;  '  ;  ..-} 
,,t  . 
',; 
·:  ,··.-. 
:·: 
' !  ~  .  - -~ .15 
:: . . ~.- ' 
where  the'·-·rE:imilies  receive  the  child care allowance,  which is 
·given only for  day·nurseries and  c;toes  not  apply  where  members 
of  the  family  look after the ·~·h:ild~en. 
The  iAide  Sociale a l'Enfance'  (Child \ielfare Assist·ance) 
provides  accommodation.for  temporary long- or  short~terni:~~re 
and  makes  arrangements for the  care of  c~ildren 'outside their 
normai  ar.e.as; '.it pays  out  the  allm..rance·s  ;for  the.  ch:i,l,dre~ ·  t~ki:m 
_.into _shelter,but  checks.are hardly-ever made  on  the use  of.::;uch 
_all-owances.  The  terms of  employment  of  t.he  int:l.dequate  numbers .of 
family.belps prevent  the~ trom.being effectively u~ed in the 
ststems of child care. 
A~. the  co-orc1inatin~ body  for  various .services and  org!';l.ni_sations 
'\.vhich  share the medico-psychological  and  welfare  resource~,: tJ1e 
~  ~ .. 
COPES. seems ideally situated to be  the  focus  for  carrying  ou~ a 
pil6t  scheme  to  devise  a  new  method o£ co-ordinating the  ~ork 
of  bo.dfes  and officials currently opera;ing in  ~- diso~ga~ised 
."·  f:·  .•  :  .  ' 
fashion  and  even  competing  one  against  the other. 
1·975 ., 
1976 
\ . 
.  ·National and local 
authorities 
•  - FF  ~91.000 
FF 679.G5h' 
I 
•:''  .. 
.  .  :~  . 
E. E. C. 
: FF .  589 :..000 
FF  677.350 .  ~  ; .. 
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I.  Respoh§.ll:;Ie·~o'-41:·.:':'  .·  .··.  ·'''  · '·  .. -\·;·  ·. 
The  Na'tion'~l.- Fe·d~ritt"i6n  of"··~ACT·: Centt;es' 
.  •  ~  I  . •  -:.~ 
•  4  :•.  :.  ---.;:  •  .....  .=.  ."':·r  •  •  ~  •  ~  :  ,  •  ~·  •  •• ;,. l  .  , ..  .  ~  ·;:..,  }  .  :  ·  •,  · ' 
I.I;~ ,Descrip:tton of the project  - air.ns  and  _j_u~.ll~~!£!l 
0'  r  ~.  •'  •  •  r  '  •  •  ~  ~.'  •  '  •  •  •  •  •  (..  '  •  .'  •  •  • 
,  ..  Tha ·Federation· 'in.tends  to  carry: out. var-ious· me~sures_ to  improve 
the :d,wellihgs  of the  p(.)Ore·st  ..  sec-tions of·  t~e ·community  .·ste,r.t:ing 
\'fi:th, the  four  i:ssues ·which it con_siders vi  tal ( info'rmatirinr;·· 
~raining,finance,rehousing),it advocates  specific rpceasures/in  three  .  . 
. (}haracteristio- areas  .  th'e  North, :Sri ttany and Midi-Pyrem§'es. 
'  ' 
~  ..  .  '-~  '  ·.  ~--- ~ ·  ... 
'si~ce ··it  ,.w"a·s  formed· i'n · 1954 the  PACT  H~usi~g·  ·  Im~roveme:n~.,;;c~~tr.e or 
•  ~ .... ·....  •  -:  •  •  •  •  .  :  •  •  --:- •  ·:  .  .  •  •  •  :  ~  :  .... j  '  }  t  ; ·;-
Roubaix has given particular' attention to  the problems of  · 
'  ..  •  :,  ..  ~  ....  p 
i1'lsanitary  d~ellings and  to' the  fate of the poorest _)~e'ctions~ of the 
community. 
,.  ,·.  . .  ;-:  ;~ ..  ;  ; "' 
The  symposium  oljl.  slum ·clearance,  \r!hich. was  he~d i11  !'foye~.b~j'  ::1969·~: 
enabled the  size of the task to  be measured:  7,000. slum  dwellings 
~f which  40%  had  no  running water;8o% no  separate  ~~Cs  and  69%  of 
the inhabitants of which  ha:d ··a  u)bnthly .. in.come  of less than  n"1.500. 
The  population of the  insanitary- ar.e·as :consists mainl; of 
fam_i:lies .who- are so  maladjusted. that  cpns.ideration had to be_'-gi.;ren 
to  v.ery  .~eng-term rehabilitation measures. 
2. :auemene  sur Seorff 
Rural living eonditions a!'e still all too  frequently  well  below 
the minimal  standard.s of comfort.  Th:is  sub-standard state 
contributes to the drift  from  tl"t§  -~l~nd.~ 
This  situation may  be  ascribeh-'nc~  6t.i~Y,r~c·, the  lov!  incomes of the 
•  .  .·  •  ~  ·-~  •  .  :  .  1  :·t-}  l  .. 
rural population but  also  to"th~;·i~adequacy;'  of  the  communal 
•  '  '  4;,  I  •  ~  •  ··.1  ~  .,~ j f:  '  '~ ·'~  ·, 
resources.  The  populations  conc~rned ar~ mainly  composed of a 
~  - ~  :;  •  !  ......  1.  • ..  ; ....  ~  •  ;  • .Jt  ~::  ~  . 
la~ge percentage of old persons  ~ith mode~t incomes  and  small 
farmers  with  a.  verr low- standal:'d .  ~~~~-:~i  ~~,r~; 
'. i: 
.·  .i  . 
~-.  ,t· f  ~···· 
(,  ' 
...,·,I 
.}·. 
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The  PACT  Federation is currently carrying out  a  number  of  s9hemes 
for area housing repairs in rurai.areas,the.results of which have 
already  exceeded its early expectations. 
The  de~eiopm~nt of  a  pilot housing restoration  scheme in a  rural 
village could quickiy arouse  the interest of yarious  similar 
communes~ 
The  market  town  of Guemene-sur-Scorff  (2,000 inhabitants)  on·the 
borders of  Morbiha~ and  the  Cote~-du-N;rd seems  to possess the 
characteristics required for  implementing this pilot  scheme. 
3.  The  town  of Orange 
Under its town  and  country planning policy, the  Frenc'h  Govern• ment 
has  developed  a  powerful movement  of interest for  the  '~verage 
towns'.  The  urban  areas  concerned have  been requested to  define 
their pwn.planning policy.  In~titutional and  financial assistance 
has.  been. given to  th~m for this purpose. 
The·~ to.wn  of· Orange  has  given the rehabilitation of its Centre  top 
planning priority.  Having  characteristic narrow  and  tortuous 
streets and  a  series of small  squares usually  joined by  shopping 
streets and pedestrian  pa~sages,the Centre of Orange  is a  typical 
example  of old local architecture.  The  Centre is made  up  of a 
number  of  very  dilapidated d'loTellings, some  of  them  uninhabited. 
The  population of  2,.5000  inhabitants is  steadily decreasing:  it 
has  a  large percentage of old persons  (17%)  and immigrants  (11.5%). 
20%  of the  dwellings  have  no  running  \oJater  and  an  even  greater 
number  is not  yet  connected to  the  drains. 
The  municipality of Orange  hopes  to  be  able to  take action to 
avaid an  aggravation of this poverty  stricken  ~tate. It intends 
to use  the procedures for  demo~ition of. insanitary dwellings 'or 
for  the·restoration of area housing rather than  those  of 
renovation. - 18  -
·'!  .  ·  .. '  ..  ··~  ..... :  <;·,I  •'"  ·  ..  : .  -
The  pt-oject. has.  t;-to  mai;t, aims_.:·::.  :.:  ~  \ ..  ·  .  , . 
- To  seek the  improvement.s  to. be.· made  inc the procedure. for area
1
• 
restoration :carri;e,d ·out  on. behalf pf. the. p9oreat  sections of .. 
the  community:  ways ·to  spee,d  up  the. work.,  me.ans ·of. making this 
.  .  .  .  .  '  ..  :· 
system  more  effective,seeking out  the  weaknesses of the, 
... ·systems· of aid.$  and  fJ,nancial  inqentiv_es;  . 
- To:.  seek.-ways  of  ~nstitutionalising th.e  system_ of aids  and-. 
incentives.  In future  the .results should. benefit all the.  ··,  .  .  ;  ..  ..  ·.  , ..  ·  .·  _.,  ' 
associations concerned with housing  restora~ion and  the populat.-
ion groups  affected. 
III~ Financial aspects 
..  .  ·'  .. 
.  .·, 
'. 
..  !: 
other 
Financing· 
_rr  775.ooo 
..  ~· 775.000 
:·:-~· 
·  .. .  _: 
:; 
'  "~ .i· ·.  . ·  . ._ ... ;,.  '  . 
. ··E.E  •. C 
FF  775 .?oo··· 
·Ff ·  ?75 .0·oo  ~, · 
.·. 
''· 
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Mouvement  Aide a 'Toute  Betresse  (ATD..;Science  et  Servi.ce)(Movement 
for  aid in any  form  of need- Science and  Serv:i,ce).  · 
II.  Descr=hP.!_ion  of the  p~oject - aims  and justification 
a)  Poverty is a  world phenomenon,  t~e lack of resources going hand in 
hand with poor  educational,  cult~ral· and  social  facili~ies,  a  lack 
.  -
?f _vocational  qualification~ aptitudes,  poor health,·  in~dequate 
~  '  .  '  .  . 
housing  and  socio-cultur~l environment,etc. 
There  is no.lack of public  and private  schemes  for  overcoming 
poverty;  all kinds of institutions each try to  accept  their  ~hare 
of  res~onsibility,  deperiding on  their specialisaticin  •. Ho~ever,the 
results achieved are still ffi.ost  unsatisfactory to  those  who  .•  make 
such· ef'fO'rts.  Each one, working alone,remains  unable  to  break the 
viciou~  circl~ of  p~ivation bf all kinds,~hile  conc~rted and  joi~t 
initiatives remain  difficult 'so  lo~g as  each institution remains 
una,ble  to. analyse all the aspects of its role_,·  and  the  problem~ 
peculiar to  l.t. 
Among  the· towns  \'!illirig .to  face  these  prob-l.ems,~EIMS i's  in _the  fore-
front  both as regards  common  i9,ea:s·  and·concertation. 
It haa  been  thought  best  tb  entrust  the  organisationa~,technical and 
.  '·'I 
administrative  ..... rork relating to  a  pi~ot pro.ject  initiated. by  the 
m':lnicipal  authorities to  a  single competent  organisation  :  the  ATD 
Movement.  The  .consistency, continui  ~·y  and communicability. of .the 
project depend  to  some  extent  pn  t,he. possibility of centralizi.ng a 
.  •  ·'  .  '  r 
number  of services to  be  intro9,uced for all participants. 
b)  The  final  purpose  of the project is .a  municipal organisation which 
.  .  .  . 
will. enable the,. least  endowed  groups  of the  po.pulatiori  to.  take' their 
destiny into their own  hands and to  assume· their rights arid 
.  .  .  . 
r~~ponsibiiiti~s ~s citizens. 
Without  claiming to  abolish once  and  for all the  t~nd~nci~i of any 
community· to  exclude· some  of its members,  the  town: ·,_,rill  provide 
itself with means  to  detect  any manifestatidn bf ~his t~ndency 
and  to  restore to  the victims the possibility of participating 
I 
:fre·ely  and fully in the  corporate life of the city.  The  more 20 
immediate  aim  will  be  to  set ·up'·· a 'pilot  scheme  for using  those 
means  of detection and action on behalf of the' most ·cfepr-ivGd: · 
groups of  tl1e populationo ·_=:·.  ·  •.  .•. "'·' 
III; Technical characteristics  .. ·  ;,  ·  .. 
1.  An.  ATD  team is  ..  t.aking on  :th~  ta.sk of organisin·g meeting·s  of the: 
. representatives of. :the institu,ti,on.s acting·· in concert: ad;ministrators, 
social. \•Torkers,  .. doctors, teachers  ,:etc o It will. help ·to· analya;·e  the 
problems  and  to  provi4e possiblE:J  .. solution.s.  The  power  of. de;cision 
·of  th.e .organisat.ions brought  tog_et}+er  remains  ther~fore unalteredo 
2.  An  ATD  team is  spre~d within the populatfor{ in·. ditfer.ent  parts of 
the  town•  Its ·iii~mb'ers participate· in the  a~tua:l life of  th·e 
:popul~tion and  gather the  latt~r  around· c6mmo·n  i-nterests~ Tlii:s  'team 
enhances  et'fecti  ve' collaborat-ion  bet.we  .. en  the  serv.ices' which are 
alrea."dy available and· those  who  benefi.t  *'rom· them. 
'•  l: ':} 
'. ll  ,:•  .  ' 
3.  An  ATP.te~m is programming and  executing  a  project to  id~ntify.the 
:  \  ,'.  .  '·  .  ·.  .  •'.'  .  ·,~.  .  ·:  .. 
most  deprived persons, families  and  groups.  It is d_efining  'Ph~.· 
,  ..  '  :  1  I 
,cr,i  teri.a for  t~,e  methpds  used  i,n  the  p_r.ogramme,  .by  ~~plor.ing the. 
extete.nt  sourc~s 'of ·information. 
4.  The  p·ilo·t .project  is-- funda:me~-tally aimed,  at  the  formerly  noinadiq  and 
.new  urban. Fre.nch  :proletari~t- as well  as·- at .the  most .'ilnderpri  vileged 
mig:r:ant  workers  and their familie·ao  By  the very ·forc·e  of· circumstance 
this popUJ..!3-t·.ion. is in  a  world ·apa;rt, whose  int·erests are  not  safe-
guarded  .. by  the  exiS:ting  po.li'ti~al, trade  union· or- family o:rgl=m.is·· 
at  ions.  ·.  ' 
5~ Participat'ion at  a  number  of  l~vefs is.· hof5ed, 'ror  :·  .  ;·. 
.  ·..  . .  ..  .  ·- .  . .  .'  .  •.·  ... 
.,.  collective participation by the poor·er  sectio~s of the· ·community; 
- par"ticil,niti~n by ·the public  and private  :i.~stl"tutio"ns.  conc.~rned; 
- participation by the citizens,  who  'must' be  put  in  tll"e · ~fcture 
•  !•.  -
and  pos·sibly give their vote" as electors on  the main  guidelines 
fo~thi~ type of projedt. 
.- .. · .. 
,·  ... 
.  ..  ·.' 
-'·  },', - 21 ·-
6.  The  project  for overall concerted action,which isa decisive part 
of the  toMn  of Reims's policy,  remains  of  an  experimental nature 
in the  sense that it is an  experiment  from  which other municipalities 
.  I  1. 
will be able  to  learn.  This is the  rea~ori tha~  sue~ imp~rtan~e 
has  been attached to the  study of the  p6p~latio~rits development, 
the  type of teaching which· suits it,to the research work1to the 
problems  with which  the institutions are  faced ·and  to  the 
flexibility of the  solutions which .ha:ve  been  worked  out. 
7.  The  project is planned to  take  5  ye·ars. · 
8.  The  project is capable  of  expansion  •. This  means  that  the staff 
·- \,  .  .  . 
111hich  will· be  established in the first year will probably  be 
increased the-following year  to  cope  vfith  any  requirements  which 
have  come  to light. 
IV.  Fi'nancial  aspec~: 
-~  .  '  ' . 
1976 
Local 
. Level· 
FF  290.000 
Departemental 
....  '  . 
Level 
.-··~----
FF  475.500 
';: 
·National 
. ,.·  .. 
·tevel 
FF  200.000 
FF  230.000 
.  ~  -.. 
FF  757~250 
FF  995.500 
'.  ,, 
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FRANC.E.  -, -
I. :Responsibl·e  bo&,.:.  · 
Mouvement  Aide a Tout:e  Detress  (ATD.  Sc;ience  et  Service) 
II.  Description ·o-r  the project  - aims ·and  just,ification  : 
a)  The  importance  of pre-school action in  th~ campaign  again.st- .  '•  .  . 
poverty is .not-r ·  self-evid~n~. Ho1:;ever,  the efforts under.t"aken 
are rarely of any  benefit  to  the  children of the poorest. social 
levels.  At  this level Qf  ·pov~rty ·ail the.  infant'  a'' problems are 
'inextricably ·mixed  up'·and. cannot  b~· solved separately,  •. Mo~eover, 
these problems  are  lj_nked  to.his·family's history,. ~ivin~ 
coridi tiona· and"  environment.  The. ATD  pro.gramme. is therefore. 
~imed at  the parents and  the  environment  as  much  as  ~t the 
children.  It comprises  a  spectrum of activities which  will be 
centred on  th~ nursery school.  · · ,· 
b)  Among  the  two  million or so  mentwomen  and  children who  term  the 
sub.:..proletariat  in France  .the  project  proposes,  ~o carry out  a 
pil.ot. scheme  i~v9lv~ng three groups of  familie,s  comprising 
11240  perSOnS,  Of  WhOm  256  are  Childr~~ from 0 to -5. yearS  Oldo 
..  ' 
These  three  groups are located at Noisy-le-Grarid·,Herblay  and· 
Toulon.  ·· · 
c)  ~he purpose  of  the proposed programme  is to provide the  sub-
proletariat,with the means  of offering their children,especially 
the most  underprivileged children,  the basis which  will enable 
them  to  achieve  successful scholastic results.  The  children who 
will benefit  from  the project,  if helped by  those around  them, 
should,when  they  enter the  normal  stream  of national schooling, 
~ave developed their imagination  and  intell~gence, their  emotion~ 
al balance  and  sense of belonging to  society to  the  same  extent 
as the children of less indigent  families. 
III  ~echnical characteristics 
a)  In pursuance  of these aims,  activities are  taking place in 
four fields  : 
'  . 
1)  On-the-spot  action in respect of the  children and their 
family,  social and  educational  environment;  · 
2)  Study of the children,  their environment  and their 
development; 
3)  Development  of teaching methods  :  programming  and definition 
of the teaching and  the  corresponding methods; 
4)  Evaluation and .development  of methodology. - 23-
b)  The  whole  project is based on  the principle  of· tbe population's 
self-sufficiency,. its voluntary participation and· its control 
, over  i t_s  own  existence  and  environment.  Participation is a 
sine  qua  non  conditi6n if, within a  few  gen~rations,  the 
poorest  sections of.  the  community .are to  cea,se  to  exist as  such. 
c)  Given  tbe  experimehtal-nature of thE project,  the-data relating 
to  means  and  staff can  be  provisional only.  They  will-be re-
defined and  adjusted,  according to  experience  gained,  as the 
programme  proceedso  ·  . 
The  following are required  : 
(i)  nursery  school  premises  which  may  also  be  used as  a 
meeting place  and  play centre for  young  children; 
(ii)  socio-ed~cational equipment,  which  meets  the requirements 
of the  teaching  meth~ds being prepared and will  develop 
as those teaching methods are better understood and 
applied;  . 
(iii)  equipment  for  general intelligence and  language  testing 
and  for  assessing psycho-motor  impediments; 
(iv)  staff (director,  psycholo~ist,  secretaries,  teaching 
counsellor,  pediatrician,  etc.) •. 
d)  The  ATD  Movement  collaborates in this project  with,  amongst 
others  : 
- The  inspection service of the  Academy 
- Local nursery schools 
- The  Ministry of Education 
- municipal authorities of Noisy-le•Grand,Herblay and  Toulon 
- Directions  D~partementales de  l'Action Sanitaire et  Sociale 
de  Seirie-Saint-De.nis,Val d'Oise  et  Var(  theDepartement 
authorities for Health and  Social Services) 
- The  Ministry of Health 
The  Van  L~er Foundation at the Hague 
- The  Institut Pedagogique,  Luxembourg 
- The  University of Louvain. 
e)  The  project will be  spread over 5 years. 
./. IV.  Financial asp.eets 
1975'· 
1976 
·: D~partem-ent!l,l 
Level 
n'"384.500 
· FF.  442'.000 
'~· 
.  I· 
.  .  ·~·. 
'· .. 
N~ti.onal  :~·. 
·  Level  ., 
·· FF  107.250 
:FF  123.000. 
·I· 
: .. 
·:··! 
•; 
,··. 
..  ~· 
·',  . 
. .  ~  ' 
FF  491.?50 
FF:· .?65 ~ ~<?0 
'•  . 
. ' 
' 
.,  ..... 
•'  ' :  ·~· 
:~ .  ~ 
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IRELAND 
I. Re spo~si  ~ie  botl~ 
Irish National Committee  on Pilot Schemes  to  Combat·  Pqver~~. 
II. Description of theJroject,  it.s  aims  and  jusj:ification 
Community  Action He search Project. 
·It is intended to esta1Jlish four  community  action ·research-programmes. 
Two  based in urban areas  ancl  tHO  in rural areas.  Locations  to  be  fine,lly 
.  ~e-~ermined by preparatortJ research and evaluation.  The  programmes ;,rill 
each last for five  y~ars. 
._, 
To  e sta,'blish' ana_  develop,  in conjunction vii th the  local  community 
concerned7'  programmes· of planned social· action in four  separate  areas 
experiencing high levels of social deprivation - in order to  examine  and 
explore  the uays  and means  of  : 
- understa.lid:i,.ng  and tackling the  problems.; 
- develop'ing~  in conjtmction •-ri th the local communi ty1  experimental 
methods of plann.ed action in -~ attempt  to  pt·ovide ,gtiideiines for 
future  social and  economic policy. 
The  justification for  these action research projects  .. is evidenced by  the 
existence of high levels of f?Ocial  deprivation within certain Regions 
I 
of Ireland.  \Jhile it ·is not  envisage'd that· solutions can be  found 'I'Tithin 
the local communities  selected to  problems, which are created by structures 
tu!derpinned by  the prevailing social and economic  systems,  it is felt 
that controlled experiments,  in selected  are~s  ?' can provide  clear impli-
cations for future  social.and economic policy revision.  The~e'projects 
~rill therefore not only attempt  to  alleviate the problems of certain · 
groups within the  communities  concerned but will contribute  to  an 
'· 
./. 26-. 
increasiilg public al.Yareness  of the problems experienced,  and test the 
extent to which local people,  through  the~r membershiJ?,,.Of  voluntary· 
and  statutory ()rga.nisa:tions  can infll.l,ence  the development of  ~:iocial and 
.  ..  .  ~ 
economic policies relevant for the area in 't'thich  they live. 
Also it is hoped to  examiri~· speci:fi'c inte'rrelated  st-~6ture's \'ti thin 
the four locations as a  means  of understanding the relationships bett--reen 
~the increasing. participation of local people  (and local democratic  struc-
·tures)  and regional' and national planning. 
It is intended· to promote  the  ma::~imum amoi.mt  of lo"cal  participation from 
local people  and  agenciesi  also that local people  wil~ provide' the  basis 
of the  operational staffing of the projects in so  far as professional  ..  ·. 
project  s'i;aff. will often be exercising. essent.ially an .~n~bling function. 
It· is ·hoped  that b,y  such an  approach the  Gpecitio elements of tl1e  project 
\'Ihioh are  successful will be  able  to  continue  to develop afte:r tho 
completion of the project period. 
Controlled Community  Action,flesearch ProgTammes  of this kind should·be 
of  part;~ular value .trl thin the European context &s  the.  deyelopme~ts 
I  .  I  ~'  •  '  I 
emerging from  the projects  (urban and rural)  II\8\Y'  Hell  ha-ve  ~mplications 
I 
for the European Community  as a  1-Jhole. 
III. Finanoial·Aspects 
Irish  E.E.O.  Government  --------- --
1975  ~ 46.50CJ  ~ 46.500 
'  -
:  1976.  t 53·475  ~ 53·475 
., 
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IRELAHD 
I. !1es_ponsillle  body 
Idsh NationaLComnittee  on Pilot Schemes.  to  Combat  Poverty. 
II;,  Descr~tj.o:ri of the  p,r_E_ject 1  its aims  end  justificatiol! 
Helfare Ilights Project. · 
The  project Nill have  two  distinct objectives 
Objccti~~ 
To  examine  weys  and means  of ensuring that people  receive  the full 
statutory welfare  b€mefi  ts and allm'lances to vrhich  they are entitled. 
Tb.ere  is evidence  that a  number of people  on  low  incomes  do  not get all 
their. entitlements under the  Social Helfare  Code.  This is :often because 
the;y  do  not have  the necess-ary information about  them  and lack the  com-
petence  to make  cla,ims. 
This part of the  p:;.~o ject vlill 1  over a  period of five years:· 
- examine  the  ree,sons for the non  take  up  of benefits 
- seek to  improve  the methods of communicating the  information and 
v.ndcrstanding about benefits 
seek' to  impr~''e the knO\'lledt;'"C  and skills of helping personnel 
- seek to  pl'OVide  a  service of skilled advice  and  evd.vocacy • 
.  ;. ...  ,.  , 
liethod of operation: 
Five action/research units will be established,  one  l.n ·Dublin and  t\vo 
othe-r urban.· centres t() be  selected;  tvro  in rural areas.  · 
It i's  intended to promote  the  max;i.rtrum.amo"Ul;lt  9f  part~9ipation· from  .~ocal 
people  and agencies  (voluntary and  stat11.tory).  It is intended,  for example, 
to base  1mi ts vii thin a  particular street or croup of streets and/or within 
a  specific "grass roots" ors"a.rlisation to  enable  local people to  become 
as fully involved as possible. 
The  method of setting up  an action/re'search unit  ~-till  be  by initiatine-
contact "torith  local  peop~e and  agencies as part of the planning  a.'1.d 
_operation of the.unit. 
It is envisaged ·that through :such en  approach the resulting structure 
. will enable  local people  ana  organisations to continue to develop the 
service after the  completion of the project period• 
Objective  2 
To  evalu.E~.te the effectiveness of the present system of -statutory t-Jelfare 
benefits as .a: means .of I?roviding an .adequate  income  and  prev~nting finan-
cial poverty. 
It is intended to  evaluate  the extent .to  t-thich  the exirzting system 
contributes to  the needs of persons entitled to or in need of \velfare 
.  '  . 
benefits 
and to 
examine  alternative  systems of provic.ing for the financial  needs of 
persons a:t  risk throughout  the  country. 
r~e.thod of operation1  over a  three year period 
The  method of operation will be  either to establish a  research project 
through a  National Research Agency  exp¢rienced in undertaking research 
intc·problems of social deprivation or to undertake  the project directly  • 
.  ;. The  results arising out of tho  two  objective elements  l<Till  contribute· 
to a .better informed discussion, on the means  used  and~eeded to  prevent, 
allovia:te  and  encl  financial  po.vorty and.its consequences in Ireland. 
IV.  Financial  Aspec~ 
1975 
1976 
.~  ,. 
Irish 
Government 
.  ~ 49·450 
~ 58.86.8 
<· .  '  ,, •. 
E.E.C. 
~ 49·45.0 
t 58.868 --~30- Annexe  12 
IRELAND 
I. Responsible  bogy. 
Irish National Committee  op  Pilot  Scheme~ to  Combat  Poverty. 
II. Description of the project,  Hs aims  and  justification · 
Supplementary welfare  allot-ranees  project ·1 ·· 
Objective  I  : 
"To  assess the new  Scheme  of Supplementary  ~ielfare Allowances  and  to 
suggest ways  in which it may  be  furt~er improved". 
At  the prese1.-t  time 1here  is a  government-sponsored Bill before  the  Irish 
Parliament whiph  provides for the introduction of a  new  scheme  of Sup-
plement~ Welfare  Allot>Iartces  to  repl,ace  ... the.  existing Home  Assuanc.e 
Scheme ..  Home·Assistance  is the  Irish form  of Public Assistance under 
which  payments  are made  to  those  in need not qualified for benefit or 
assistance under the State  Schemes,  to persons whose  needs are  inade~ 
qua~ely met  under these  schemes· and  to  those  confronted with emergency 
situations. 
The  scheme  is administered~ Local  Authorities or qy  Health Boards  on 
their behalf.  It has  been  severely criticised on  the  grounds  that there 
are  very marked  regional variations in standards of payments  and  also 
on  the  grounds  that it is a  highly stigmatised service. 
The  new  scheme  ot Supplementary Welfare  .~lowances will attempt  to rectify 
theEe  and  other defects by,  inter alia,  providing for  unifo~ basic rates 
of p~ent and  by providing for a  contribution from  Central funds  towards 
the  increased cost of the  scheme.  It is expected that the new  scheme  will 
come  into operation early in 1976. 
.; . .  .., 
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. Method of operation 
The  new  scheme  will be  analysed  and e:x:amined  from  a  number  of perspectives 
e.:g. in relation to its stated objectives,  _the  expectations of recipients 
or potential recipients and appropriate  professionals~ .in relation to . 
the. welfare  system as  a  whole,  and in meeting the total needs .of poor per-
sons depending on the  service. 
Monitoring and  assessing the  new  scheme .l  .... ill require an  an~ysis of the 
service  on a  country-wide  basis  .•  •  A more  detailed examination of the ser-
vice will, it is envisaged,  be  made· in a  n\lffiber  of specific pilot areas, 
where  the  oper~t.ion of the  service will  bE:;  looked at in. more, d~tail and 
over a  p7ri<?d•  This concentration on ·a number of localities will 
.. 
·.enable· activities relating to  Objecti,ves  1_ and. 2  -to • be. co-ordinated. 
Information relevant to assessing the  ne'I'I  scheme  will be· obtained from  a 
number  of sources and for thiz purpose  a  variety of techniques will. be 
used.  Full use  will  be,made  of existing data. 
Objective .  2  · 
"To  asce:rtain by: experimentation improved methods of providi!).g for the 
needs  of recipients of Supplementary Welfare  Allowances". 
As  a  group, Home  l  .. ssistance recipients suffer from many  kinds of deprivat-
ions which·prevent  th~m from participating fully in the life of the  com-
nmnity.  Improved financial  provision alone will not  therefore enable 
these  persons  to take: their rightful place in the  community.  The  Committee 
has decided accordingly,  that it should undertake  a  programme  of carefully 
planned  and monitored  social action aimed  at finding improved methods of 
meeting needs of Home  Assistance recipients. 
Method of operation  : 
It is envisaged that the pert of the project relating to Objective  2  will 
. ' 
be  carried out  in three  areas which will include  both urban and rural areas. 
Joint action and research teams will be  developed in e1'1ch  of these areas  • 
.  ;. - 32-
It is }).oped  to  involve appropriate  locn.l  specialist:personnel  such as 
.Assistance Officers,  Puplic _;Health  N,urses;  SoC?ial  Wo!'kers,  Offi~ials 
. of :the ·National :Manpower  Servic~-t Psychiatrists etc.  with the rrojeot 
'  •  '  ',"  I  '  :  I  • 
teams ei  thor 0.t  an  advisory. or  ~-·operational  l~vel  •. It is n.l.so  intended 
to  seo"llre .  the maximum  pR.rtic~pation by persons re.oei  ving Supplem(:lnt/_\l'y 
l4e lfare Allowances. 
The  stages of the project_,. which will run for. 5. years,  will  :00  -:·· 
pre-inte.rventidn  · rese.arch 
- devising action prog:rarinne  which will  include  proVis"ion. 
for .  evaluation 
implement~t.ion of action programme 
- evaluation of·  achieverr:tE7nts  and ma,king  ~f  .. policy  .r~commendations. 
III. Financial  Aspec~ 
. .  ;  . 
Irish  E.E,C,' '(l) . 
Government 
..  _}:· ...  . .  •  ,f' ...... 
1975.  j.  38.220  ~ 12.680  :·.!  !r 
1976  t 43-953  t  14.582,: 
(1)  only  25·%  E.E.C.-contribution  . .  .  .  ~  .. 
J· •.• 
. '! .. 
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IT A L Y 
I. ~~nsibl£_  body 
Hunicipal authority of Padua,  under the  technical supervision of the · 
. AAI* 
II. Brief description of the project,  its aims  and  justification 
Tho  aim is to  deter~ine practic.::J.  ~rrays  and means  of helping people  and 
families in difficult social circumstances  (poor or othervrfse handicapped) 
t-rithout  setting up  separate  services specifically for this,  but  on the· 
other hand.  using the  integrated local  system of social and health services 
,,rhich. is k:not-m  in Italy as  th,e  "Local Uni'tli  and is gradually·  ~:x:panding 
to various regions in Italy  .•  One  of these  regions is the  Veneto~  t-1hich 
has  passed a  law on Local  Units  to provide  social and health services and 
..  ~·rhich includes the  commune  of Pqdua,  where  in 1972  -&he I!'ocedure  to set 
up  ten Local Units 'tvas  initiated. 
The  results to  be  achieved by  the project will certainly be  significant 
both for the  commune  in question and for all l:limi1ar  situations iri other 
· rec:;i'ons  of Ita.l;r  ~'1d ·in other Community countries t!1at  propoe::e ·to implement 
a  11loc~.l social service policy"  as· a  ~V'eapon in the fight  a.o"'ainst  poverty. 
III. ~~cal  features 
An  acl )10c  study group, ''~'ill  first prepare,  after the tvidest  possible 
.  .  '  ' 
consultation vl:i:th  various  social t;Toups 2  a  description of the difficulties 
encountered by  poor Or marginal  Citizens in making '!SO  of  th~ social and 
.;. 
* Administration for Italian and International  Aid,  't•rhich  forms  part of the 
Ministry of the  Interior1  is administered separately and .is responsible 
for  stt~diesi  experiments and the  promotio~ of social service proeTammes. I  ''·· ~ 
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hec>,l th services and training and· leisure facilities provided for everyone, 
and propose practical lJays  ·or  tackling and solving these difficulties. 
All ·the  services. o.peraUnt; in the  t.en  Local Units in Pauua  d.urin.g .the· five-
year experimental period should make  on~the-spo·b  ~tuc.ies  ~f ~he ·P;~blems 
and the  best ways  of solvinG them,  see  that their social workers are trained 
for the fight against  povc.rty~  obtain ·~;herQ·.m;ces~ary··th~ ·technical equip-
mont  and :raaintain a  running record :and_. assesE?ment  of the e:x:perin.ents  carried 
out~' 
Further~ore  1  provisiotl has been made  for the  +ocal  authority to  ca:;t·ry  out 
!. 
a  pro{;rarrime  which .1-vill  t,"Uara.ntee  a  minimum  standard of living. for.  ~11 
citizens t·rho  are not  in. a  position, to  achiY3Ve  it for themselves and Nho 
.  '.  ''  .  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
·are  temporarily or permanently  i~ serio,us economic  difficu~  ti~s.,. 
A .local  •supervision a.itd  Coordi~a.tion Corilmitteie 11  v1ill  be· set ·up~. con~isting 
of representatives of the  l;lodies  concerned.  The· pilot project vrilJ.  be 
prep~ed, follm·red  up  and checked by a  11study and verification. £;'roup.",  in 
conjunction v..'i th the University which t-rill also be. respcmsi  ble ·for working 
out  the  methods  fo'i·  continuous· checking and recording of the. experiment. 
IV.  Financial Aspects 
No  contribt1.tion is asked  f::..'om  the Community  tOi·rards  the' expenses  relg.ti·ne; 
j  •  •  "'  •• 
to the  guaranteed  m~nimum standard of liv·ing .(Lit.  1.000~000.000) in the 
total' annual  cost:. of the project  (Lit.  1.850.000.000).  The  A..t\.I  Hill bear 
the expenses.relating to  the research element  and  the evaluation of the  .  . 
project  (Lit.  50.000.000).  Of  the  rerne.ining  sum  of Lit.  800.000.000 
the Community  is asked to  contribute 50% i.e. Lit.  400.000.000 in 1975 
and  an allot:ance  being made  for inflation - Lit.  460.000.000 in 1976. 
:  .  ~ . 
.. :.  ;' 
·~  . 
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LUXEMBURG  --- ·,..  . 
'  ; 
PROJECT  A 
'li~ntification and  assessmen't  of  p~rsistent ;pove~' 
.  !  . 
I. Responsi  b~t, body 
Le  Ministere  di3  la .Fainille  et  de  1 'Integration Sociale  (the 
·Ministry of the  Family  and  S~cial Integration)' entrusts the 
proj~ct to  the  research  department  of the Institut· Pedagogique~ 
Walferdahge  :•an institution that trains  prim~r~ and  ~re~~cHool 
teach.e'rs  and  specialised instructors and  social workers.  The  . 
. I.P.  !'uns  a  ~esearch department  and  clinical psychology service. 
It is financed  by  the State  budget~ 
!  . 
+I.  ~~  ~criptign of the _j?}'Oje_s!_ 
Identification and  assessment  of per:sistent  poverty. 
~opul~tion affected 
The  most  underprivileged families in the  country,  in the grip of 
.  <·· 
poverty which is likely to  be  transmitted wholesale  from  the 
parents  t'o  the  children. 
1.  Identify,locate ·and  count ·such families. 
2.  Describe their c·.ircumstances,  r~s~urc·es or lack thereof 
(accommodation;  in:come~  work,schooli:ng ·and culture) ;·their 
'  .  .  . 
relations with social welfare  net\o!Orks  and the  surrounding 
community.; 
3.  From  the  information referred to  under  1.  and 2.  above, 
select the  information which will make  possible  : - 36  -
·,,  _  .......  ·. 
3 .1 a  better  E~,ppreci~?.tion of the ·axteint · and seriousness of such poverty; 
3.2 a  better understanding of the factors  and  processes which  account  for 
the persistence or transmission of such poverty; 
•..;•·  ·  ... : 
3.3 the  suggestion of weys  and means to provide aid and set up  ppogrammes  in 
·.,  -
line with a  social p~iicy (gpeci:fic and  'gerteral)..  .  ·:  ·,· 
4·  Obtain general information to assist in the selection of areas for the 
e.pplication of project B.  ·, 
Just  i f'i cation 
------~-~-
The  justif~cation is  ·implic~t ·  ~~ the aims  (!.n  p~rlicular  subpe,.ragrapll~. 3.3  and 4). 
This. project  .. ·should.provide the.·Ministry of. Social Affairs with a  method .suitable 
. .  . .  '  ' 
for the  ~dentif~cation and assessment  of endemic  poverty,  particularly with regard 
to  a.sp~cts :untouc:tle4  or. onlY: partially covered '9y  O'ffioial :statistics.  ·' 
It  should also ·make  it possible to·  detertnine  (at· least· in general _term~) to what 
extent  we.lfare net'irorks  at various  levels· (local;  national}"succeed in identifying 
these  familia~, their needs and problems. All this is to be done,  of course,  with a 
view to reaching practical conclusions. 
III. Technical· char;;wtex-istics '  ---------·----. 
- '  ~:-. 
.. '  .. 
'  .,  ~.  .. 
,,_ .. 
1. Description of the population:  the underprivileged  famili~s w~er~ poverty is 
•  .  ~ . :  i  '·  '  '  •:  ,  I  •  ' 
likely to be transmitted from the parents to the children. 
~  .. . . .  .. 
2.  General information .on the  mot hod or  ~xecution: 
'  '  '  .  . 
2.1 First stage:  collection and processing of ava.ill=tble  da.~e. by the ministerial 
departments  concerned and the local authox-ities  (in the case  of the latter 
a  representative  sample  ~rlll be used). 
2.2  Second stage: representative chcioe of.a number·of·looalities or erea.s to 
be the subject  of, in-depth enquiry using three .met.hods' .. 
•  '  •  T  ·~  •  •  '  •  •  '  •  •  ~- •  1-,  •  ~~  •  •  •  ;  • ·,  t 
2.2.1 first,. identificat~on t~ough all the  i~stitutions that  a.re  likely 
. ,  t~ be  conc~rned with or  ..  come  in  c.ont~ct with  such fa.Qlilies  (family  . .  ' ;  ~  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .. 
allowances,  social security,  housing service,: welfare  service~  health 
service,  clinics•  schools,  charities,  eto.); 
'·. 
.;. .... -·:  -·37-
2.2.2 next,  stud~ 
ensure th::tt 
of selected  locations by  speciall~r tr.:dned 1"lorkers  to 
identification is' as thorough as possible; 
'  ' 
2.  2. 3  att.empt ing,  'Nith the collaboration of a  sm<l,ller number  of families, 
.  '  . 
to analyse their situation,  prol)lems•  res~urces; relations with 
institutions a.J.d  services and '1-Jlth  the  surrotn;lrling  community. 
J. Active cooperation by the group  concerned  (in a  sample) is above  all necessary 
for the preparation and  execution of item 2.2.3. 
4.  Duration  ~nd timing of the project: 
2.1:  1975 
2.2:  1976. 
5 .  .Evaluation. of· the project  and perfecting of the  mothoclology:~ 
end 1976  and  earl~r 1977. 
6.  Collaboration: 
6.1  ~·ri"lih  the a'uthorities and services mentioned under 2.1 and  2.2.1 
6.2 the  ATD  niovem3nt,  Science  cmd  Service. 
IV.  Financial Aspects  ___  ....  ____ _ 
1975: 
1976: 
720.000 LF 
828.000 LF 
EEC 
720~600 LF 
828.000 LF. :-:.  38  -
PROJECT  B  '·  .. :. 
Detectl_~ :of  chronic  pover+:_;y  thrciUJth~he·. exi~t~E_g_· schoo·l  and 
I  •  '  . 
educat:~al ne~works· 81}..<!,_!12-.~';develop~t .OfJ.rO_grammes  to  0.~ 
.  u~d€).!.:f2:r'l.Yil ege  d·_  c~·tJ. dr.2 
. ) 
!o  Re~~:i.l?_~e bociz 
Le  N:i.nistere  de  1'  Education  (Minist-ry of National  Education)  and 
le  Minist~re de  la Famille et  de  l'Intigration socials {Ministry 
of the  Family  and  Social Integration)  are  entrusting th·e  p:t"oject 
to  th:e  research  department  of the Insti  tut,  1-!alferdange  :  a · 
state institute that trains primary  and pre-school  teachers  and 
specialised instructors and  social workers.  The  Inst_itute  has  a 
).  .. 
research department  and. a'  ~c~it_lical  psychology service. 
II.  ~rief desc:r:_i]2tion  .Qf  t_!le  project, 
In existing school  and  educational establishments,to  undertake 
a)  the  detection of  chronic  or hardcore  poverty, 
b)  develop assistance  programmes~  .· 
Although not  embracing all  ~ectors of the  poor. nor  covering the 
entire range  of factors involved in poverty,_it will be  pos$ible 
i)  .to reach the  children (for preventive  long-term aid)  and their 
families  (for more  general aid)  and 
ii) to  gain insight  into  some  of the active processes in the  reproduc-
tive cycle of poverty. This  approach  could be useful· in a couritry.·t.jhere there is: f-~11  employment, 
with medium-sized and  small  town~ ,;ithout  slums  or ghettos and where  chronic 
poverty exists in more· diffuse and  less  ob~6us fornis. 
III. Technical characteristics 
l. General  informa,t ion '  ·-------------
V•n1ereas  in pro,ject  A the enquiry seeks to identify families' affected by 
persist'ent  poverty and is based in institutions :through wh'ich it should 
be possible to identify them as 'such,  project B,  seeks to identify. such 
families  thr01.1.gh  the children and is based in educatione1.l  establishments. 
The  two  approaches-to be  carried out by the  same  central te~-are comple-
mentary and will make  it possible to cross-check and  pinpoint  respective 
blind spots. 
H<?:r~.:  the  objective will' be to define  and analyse critical areas in schools, 
a)  f:pe;::::ial  clr::.sse~~  in  p;.~::.:nary  school, 
•  b)  :!:in:::.l· cle,sses in compulsory schools  (for children Nhose  education stops 
.  .:"hare), 
c) Pl'G-·school  classes  (in  th:i.t~  c;:1.se,  the children and  f~-,.m:ilies that  do  not 
take -9.dventage  of such  :f&•::tli'Gi.r-:s, 
d)  children  .. 
1 s  homes, 
e) reception classes for immi3r8nts'  children. 
Generally  speru~ing,  the main difference between project B  and project  A is 
as follows: 
project B,  in addition to the descril)tive part 1  includes the  development 
and application of ass5.st<:.J1Ce  prcgram.rnes  for underprivileged children and 
a  comprehensive  approach to the problem of acsistance for the' families of 
the children concerned. 
./. ~  ~  Description of the popul"ation group· assif:lted  1  · 
~~--·  ~------........... --
. Children of chronically poor· families.·· 
J  '.  •, 
J\t  this stage it is' not  possible to-' state ·which of the critical areas  .. 
~ei7tioned und.er II a)  - e)  Ttrill  be tackled. first  or ho-v;  many v!ill be 
tackled at the  same  time.  The  decisions cannot  be .taken until the prepa-
ratory phase is complete  and will depend  on  several factors: generally 
speaking,  tore  eXpect' to· begin with tho area or areas ·on  which.He·have col-
·leCted the mo:st  inform·ation and mobilized the greatest number of ,resources, 
s6  t:1.e"t  a  high  lE:!vel  6'?.  ·effi'ciency cen be  achi.eveC!  .• 
.f'·t· 1  1  ;,U""PO~  of  ,.~..  t.,  ••  ._  ~  ~  i/V 
.  . 
thu  )(i.  ... ·.;,.ri:JJ. o~~~  ·o:~~  ....  ·  Cbmpr··:'!tJe:·ts:tve  assi.  ~:1t~:r~cc=: o 
4·  D,J::-r·.'':l•}J".  ::l.:~d.  t:.m:i.ng  of t:r.-.e  :nro.ieot 
-~ ..._.._.,_,  ""'·""''--·  '"u:''""~s.-..,  ...  o,.,.  •  ~  .......  ~_..;o_l:...,..•·---...,_.,,_,,...,~,r~  ..  ,_~,  .- ~·--• 
(p:!.'Oje~:·.-t  B  ~rill  st.':l.:'i  c.  t'Gt-l  months  af\;er project A,  in order to have 
an  :i.:xh i2-l' frame  of r-e2e-;."el1Ce) 
b)  ~:.:'f')c..r.oction  of the  ass:r.c-r~e.nce  programmes  and training of'teems • 
.  -~ 
Fro.:r.  8s,:-:tomb"Jr  1976:  foul'  to  f:i.ve  years wo:rk  in th"l  ;f:".e1d • 
. ·, 
For the final evaluation,  see under 4· 
6.  Collabo:r-ation/co-orMna+:i.on 
-:--·..,  .. -...  ~·,.---~·-:  .........  ~  ---·--·-~·----·---
Collabol~ation in the first place with educational establishments e.nd 
secondly with the inst:i.tutions  and  services mentioned under project A. 
Co~·ordination with ATD,  Science  and Service. ·;;_·  41  -
·.,., 
IV.  Financial Aspects 
··.,'I·'', t' 
..  '  ·<· 
National  auth<?ri_~  EEC· 
1975 
······ 
LF  2.415.000 
'  ~  '  '  I  .  "/  .,  ' 
LF  2.415.000 
.. LF  2.  777. 250  LF  2. 777•.250 
,:  /,, 
,··:. - 4?.  ~  A:'!.nexe  16  .  -----
NETHERLANDS 
I. Responsible  bo~: Stichting ATD  -Nederland 
IL  Short  description of the proje.c.t,  objectives and motivation 
The  project .of the Stichting ATD  - Nederland concerns  a  group of about  300 
familfe·s' who  live in a  state of social impoverishment.  The  demands  of present-
daJ society are  eruch  that this group  cannot  take  adequate  advantage  of goods 
and  services of a  material and  spiritual nature.  The  group's  chance  of esca-
ping ,from the social and  oultural isoh.tion caused·,by personality and  envi-
ronmental factors is very sma.ll. 
The  policy--·of the  Stichting ATD  - Nederland is based on  solidarity with the 
so-called "fourth-world"; it wants  to form  a  community  with. this group.  On 
the basis of this community  a  programme  of activities will be  formul~ted with 
t1nd  through the group the object  of which will he to make  them  into fully 
accepted citizens who  can play a.  role in present-daJ society. 
The  method  adopted for this is directed not  towa.rds the potential leaders in 
the group,  but  tOt1TardS  the very poorest  of them.  The  potential leaders would, 
in fact,  take  advantage  of this opportunity to rise out  of their environment, 
with.the result that the group  as a  whole  would  only become  even poorer.  It 
is in order to  counteract this "skimming-off" process that  a.ttention is 
focussed  on  the poorest members  of the group  and  a  complete  community is 
formed  with them. 
The_ group is not  approached with  a  prearranged programme  of activities,  but 
is·consulted first  so that  later,  on the basis of what  they say,  activities 
may  be Undertaken which  are in keeping with their real needs. 
It is important to assess the effects of working in this WaJ  ~a  at the  same 
time to see how  the results can be used for other welfare establishments in 
the Netherlands.  It is obvious that the present range of welfare activities 
can he improved upor: ·  - particularly as fa.r  as the group referred to above 
is concerned. 
III. Technical details 
i). a  team of  soc~al and  cultural workers who  share the living conditions of 
. the ttfourth world" families; 
ii) new  methods  of community  development  in which priority is given to the 
poorest of the poor; 
.;. 'I 
"':'  43-
-·!  -~- .. .',;:: 
iii) stress on cultural development· and self-expression,  brot:~.d_eni:J!g of social 
and geographicalhori?Jons and  interest; 
iv)  opening up  of new  lines. of communication with tnstitutions,,  services, 
.  . 
local groups  C1nd  organizations' 13Xld  trade unions,  which  are all normally 
concerned with welfare v-rork  in this type of district;. close  colla.l:Joration 
. with all the authorities concerned; 
v) the  importance  of good planning, reporting and  assessing; 
vi) continuous training and  schooling of the team;  collaboration with sup-
porting. scientifiC  resea~·Ch Carried ·OUt  siiYiUlt.:meously  (daily obser-·. 
vat ion reports,  et  o.) 
An  endeavour will.be_!llade,  as.  far as ·possible,  to. compare  metho:q,s  and results 
.with those obtained from other I?rojects which  are being' implemented elsewhere 
in the European Conm1unity. 
IV.  Financial Asnect s 
----·~~--..  ~--
1975: 
1976: 
·'  . ~ 
Nat\~<!A authoritz_ 
Fl  120  065 
Fl 130  675 
EEC'  --
Fl  120  065 
Fl 130  675 ' ... 44-
UNITED  KINGDOM 
r.'  • 
I. !£Li:tiat_ip;g:  Orgal1is_z.t'io.n. 
.,  •  r.' 
Joint proposal by voluntary organisations: 
'I  '  •  •  "  0 
London ·counc.il of Social Service  ·. · ·  · 
Gingerbread,. Croydon  ·.· 
Aide a  .. To:ute  Detresse 
Defoe  Day Care  Project  C01nmittee · 
Cambridge  House  and  Talbot 
Camden  Family  Service Unit 
Liverpool Personal Service Society· 
Annexe  17  .......... -.-.-- ... 
II.  Short  description of 'project  I  including objectives and just_ificatioll 
:  ... 
!~ilL  Day  C~nt~_Pro  je£!_ 
The  project  seeks to  experiment  in a  variety of ~eas with different  approaches 
· to the te,s}c,.of  helping. the_ poorest  families to counter the particular depriva-
,  .:  .  ,, 
tiona of. extreme P?Verty - depressio!l,  sense of hopelessness and  social <'l.nd 
Gultural isolation. 
III. Technical characteristics 
a.  General data on  proposed method  o.f..  operation. 
--------~-----~~--..... ---
:  Po•  •  ... r o  .~  •  •  , •· 
In eaph  settin~ the provision of.  a  meeting place, .or.  opporttmities for meeting, 
is centraJ to the intention.  Tl).us  ,families may  b.e.  enabled to  share experiences, 
develop their own _targets and  contend with their situation. But  the meeting 
place will need to be a  meeting place for the wider community if it is to help 
to bring the most  isolated into contact with the -vtider  community  and  develop'.· 
their confidence and talents  •.  Ways  of achieving this will be tested through 
specific activities. These  may  include prl\ctical work in which  groups  can 
jointly create a  tangible end product,  increasing skills and developing a 
sense  of achieving and  ability to relax;  discussion  seminars;  help with child-
re~ing, particularly in  developing ability to play  (L9ndon  Council  of Social 
Service);  after-school and holiday pl~ school activities for children of 
one-parent  families  (Gingerbread,  Croydon);  discussion groups backed by  journal 
and  library/resource centre  (Aide a Toute  D~tresse); d~  care for children  . 
and  educational opportunities for schildren and  mothers  and  for child minders 
(Defoe  Committee);  training of older. mothers to work  with younger,  more  vul-
nerable families  (Cambridge  House);  opportunities to develop contacts, 
./. ·• 
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escape temporarily from  home  stresses and _:acquire  domestic skills  (Camden 
:  ·"·· 
Family  Service Unit).  The  essence  of_ all. these  schemes is to provide for 
exprezsed neec1s  of the poorest  families in settings they tl}emse1ves  choose 
(not  purpose built  centres)  ;:md  in T•rays  the~· themselves help to devise. 
b. Description of groups to be  assisted  --------------·---------.. -.. --
Families  :l.n  e:::t~reine  poverty in local  conirimnities  lvho  a,iie'  social;Ly isolated 
·and "ie,ok 'the confidence to combat  this isolation by their own  reso.tirces_. ·· 
They vrould. include single parent  famil~es,  families tvho  have been referred 
to Frimhurst  Recuperative Home,  schoolgirl  and  student' mothers  and their 
children,  families  deprived of normal  extended family  support,  families 
::including handicapped and elclerly relatives. 
c. Dt1ration  and timing of project  ...---------:.-"''"---·------
Two. years  on the proposed eA.'"J>erilnental  basis. 
.  '  . 
Evalue,tion ,._rill  be undertaken under the over-sight  of a  ce11-tral  organisation 
not  itself directly initiating any of the activities,  buii  will involve the 
initiating organisations and the users' of centres themselves in describing 
.  .:  ' 
the degree to which the centre is succeeding in attracting the poorest 
families,  in involving the wider  community,  and in meeting the  self....,expressed 
. needs  of. the· families  concerned.  Evaluation will take  place _dui<.ing  the two  years 
of experimental operation· of the project.  Six months  should 'then be  a_liot-reci 
for  a  final assessment  of this period of work. 
e.  Other  org~isations with which  co-ordination of activities is enVisaged in 
.:-..=-.....;.-------------------~----------.... 
the operation of the project  ----------------
National Council of Social Service. 
This is a  deliberate attempt to explore new  means  nf inspiring the. most  deprived 
'  .  .  -
families to lJreak out  of their SQCial  isolation and begin to OVercome  their 
exclusion from  normal  living'patter~s. It will have general relevance for the 
Community  and vdll be directly comparahle 1-rith  some  of the act'ivities' tinder-
taken under the  Programme  in other Member  states. 
IV.  financial Aspects 
1975: 
1976~ 
National. authority 
~  65.000 
~  65.000 
EEC  -
~ 65.000 
~ 65.000 
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UUITED  .  KINGDOM 
I. !,n.Hia.tinp, Or.s:_a.n.ise.tion 
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundat-ion  (Lisbon) 
II. Short .desS!_iption ,of proje,£.t 1  includjjlg ·objectives and  justification 
It is proposed to  ~stablish an Area Resource  Centre in England tor Community 
work.  The  preparations have been made;_ by a.  vt~rking party with representatives 
from .all over  ~he U.K. 
The  centre w,ill be focussed  on  a  major town  (e.g.  London,  Leeds,  She.ffield) 
with a.reas  of deprivation and will aim. at helpirig.field workers and  supporting 
and assisting local groups by providing or obtaining technical aid and equipment 
.  '  . 
for them as well  as giving R.dvice  and help. ·The  groups· most  needing these 
services e.re  self help groups in the most  deprived areas.  This is a  pilot  scheme 
to enable the value of area resource centres to be  ~ssessed. 
III. Techntoal eha.racteristics. 
a.  General data on proposed method of operation 
_________  ...  ......, _______  a. ___  .. ___  _ 
There Nill be  a  Resburce Centre.  The  staff t-rill  include people 'With  practical 
· experience  in:  various. aspects· of· community t-rork.  Information will be available 
which  should help groups  functioning in deprived neighbourhoods.  1iorkers will 
give practical help and prb7ide  training~ 
b. Description of group(s)  of population to be assisted 
- - ___________  a ____  _ 
Neighbourhood groups  and other· organi.sations which may hesitate to.·use more 
formal  channels of help. 
c. !_!xtent  _!~ic~.JE:oua(  s)  ~~~~..!!~J)_parl  ;i. ~!_pa!~  i~!E-e Pl~~ing M~£!: 
. operation of the project  __  ....._ ________ _ 
Some  of.the groups  ~.,rhich  are  likely to use the  serVice will help t'(,  plan the 
details as well as the policy.  ·These  incl~de various. ethnic groups.  Their 
pai'ticipat.ion is essential ~·o· the operation of. the project. 
,·-,of' .• 
.. .  ,  '  ~  .:-.  .~·~  .. =·  '  •·  •  ..: . 
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d.  Duration and timing of project  __ .. _______________  ....  •. 
The initial funding is' for  a  peri&c1  of 3 - 5 years. 
A.  ~~th~L.  du;r9.~,2!ld t:i.JE~~~-of  _;:~luatio.~ 
The  sarae  period of time;  e~raluation might  st~~ after April ·1976 and  con-
tinue after 1981. 
f.  ~h~~E~~isat~..:?.ns t.;it!!_wh!ch  ~~.::or~na~_,!£ri...2,f--~ti1i'ities.is  ~!lvis~~~ 
!!;~?.E~~~~~_E~je~! 
.The  intention is that the centre should 'l:>El  managed by a  committ.ee  consisting 
of representatives of local community _groups,  voluntary agencies  and  c~mmu-
. nity: workers,  a~ well as of local authorities •.  All local  community  and neigh-
bourhood groups wilJ. be  encouraged:·to· coordinate activitiefi!.  N'ames  and 
addresses  cannot be provided until the  loce,tion of the· centre ha.s, been 
. finally  _.decided~ 
IV •. Fin.cmcia~ 
National  Independent· 
E.E  .• G.  Aut,h.ority ·  Organisati~ 
·.·  •'  ·'··'  '1975  ~  15.000  ~ 5  .• 000  ~ .20.000 
1976  ·~  15.000  ~ 5.'000  ~- 20.000 
.  •.'. 
.:;_ -4~ - An.."l€Xe  lS b 
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UNITED  KINGDOM · .  .  ''• 
I.  Initiating Organisation  · ...... 
.  ,._.  -
'• 
~outh Wales  Poverty Action Committee 
II.  Short  d~sori:gtio~ of, proJect · 
South  ~fales Pove:r;"ty  Action Resource Centre  --- ----------------
Recogriising::·the' lack of support,. advice  and assistance ava.ila'IJle to local 
·groups combating deprivation in South vlales1  a  consortium· of groups. has been 
~  .  ;  .  . 
'fotrned to estabiish a  multi-purpose resource centre.  The  resource. oerttre will 
employ a  humber  of workers  including a  laWyer, ,  community workers  and.' a  research 
and development  officer,  and  would have  four primary objectives: 
a. to give  i~form~tion,  advice  and assistance to groups  on  a  wide  range of 
issues; 
b. to provide  a  f~edback for sharpening understanding of the nature :of depri~ 
vation. and for making policies more: effective; 
c. t.o  pay Particular attention·to the  impleman~ation and practical workings 
of existing ~olicy; 
d. to  give·  spe~ial a.ttention t.o  the problems of poverty in  rur~l areas. 
III.  ~echnioal characteristics 
a.  A number o' specific projects have been  suggested,  each of which grow out 
of work undertaken by members  of the  consortium~ They  include: 
(a) welfare·rights campaigns; 
(b)  exploring the use of the legal aid scheme,  especially the'£ 25  scheme; 
{c)  helpi~ g:roups  set up  welfare rights and  law  centres in South  ~vales; 
(d)  pilot~~g t~e use  of mobile  lawyers in rural areas; 
(e) assisting the establishment of a  range of community  services and 
fao;lities; 
(f)  traini~ programmes  for lay tribunal representatives,  community 
activists and welfare  r~ghts ~-rorkers. 
1-~obility will be  a  keynote of the centre.  Workers will  operat~ from  a 
./. 49·-' 
',' 
centrally located base,  but will s]'ehd. the bulk of their time  in the field 
working with groups themselves. 
b.  The  target groups  are those in povcrti in urba.."l  areas in  S~uth H~l~,~  ~d 
I 
in rural areas vJhere  trad5.tional ,sources of livelihood,  whether agricul-
tural: or industrial,  are declining. 
.  '·. 
•  c  .•  The  obJect  is·  essentially to provide backing of advice  and  support to self-
help groups  •. 
d.  The initial experimental period would be .t-vro  years. 
e.  Evaluation 1..rould  be based on·recording the e.ctivities of the-resource 
•  >'  .I 
centre  and  assessment  by the groups  served of the extent to which their 
needs vlere  met, 0; not  rn~t,  through .its w;rk. 
f'.  Coordin0-tion of activities is envis,P.ged with 
... Abercrega.n Action. Group,  Abercregan,  Glam9rgan 
Cardiff Claimants Union,  Cardiff 
F:amily  C~re Housing  Associ~J.tion,  Cardiff 
M:~'rthyr. Tydfil Civic Society,  Merthyr Tyd,fil 
· Po'iypill Community Development  Project,  Netvport,  Mon~ 
.. ·; 
Portmead  and  ~le>,en.;..y-Maes  Community  Development  Group,  Sv1ansea 
S~dfields Re~idents' Association,  Swansea 
.  ~  ., 
Splott Association of Ca.re  f'or the Elderly,  Cardif'f. 
-Tne  project will test new  means  of increasing the  efficacy of volU.ntary self-
help bodies in a  region among the poorest in the Community •. Its ~onoem with 
1  •  •  ,...  •  '.·  • 
rura], areas,  in l"hioh 'the population is distributed in small isolated corilmu-
..  ,  .  I  ,  ...  ·  '  . 
nities,  will help to provide pointers to solving particular problems  common 
·to all ivl:em1)er  States. 
IV.  Financial  Aspects 
National  r.:.:m •. c. 
-~~ori.ty  ,. 
1975  t  15.00C  t"l5.000 
. '  ;  ~ '  '. 
1976  t  20.000  t 20.000 
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I. ~iating  Organ.j.~ 
Crai~illar Festi~al Society 
,.  l, 
no  ~Ort descriptiOn Of  project  1  including ObjeCtive's  and.  justification 
~:.craigmillar' is an area of public hous.ing built up  since the  1930',s on the 
periphery of Edinburgh.  Thus it represents the physical  e:xpressi~n of the 
attelllpts of government,  national-.e~nd' local,  to meE}t  the problems of the  .  . 
poorer section of society. Yet,  lik~ so me.ny  similar schemes  in the United 
'  •  •  "I 
Kingdom  and Europe,  it· is charRcter.tsed by empty hous.es  and· concentration 
.  ' 
of poverty.  tfuy  have ·the· intentions of gov.ernment  been th\irarted? 
'  .  .  :·  .·· 
The  problem is that government  has tried (at  least  on  the surface) yet  failed. 
The  question then is can  some'  new  goverr~ent/community partnership·m~e real 
inroads into the problem? Or are therE)  sti"Uctural economic  constraints that 
determine the fate of these  c~eas? 
The  project is the poor looking ·at  the problems of the.poor,  t~e·remedies and 
'  •  :  •  ,  "  •  '•  ,  '  '.·,  I 
the changes needed.  The  :so·ei~1:'~'plisn1'ilng·~~n~  .,  dct'i:cti·~~ttge. ha~·,·~·-e:el'f.->'~ea~'i;;'e.a· 
!  •  •  •  •  •  ,_  ' 
through tapping a. wide ne1;'work  of: people, ·including professionals,  lo'cal 
Memb,ers  of Parliament,  t-:B.rd  councillors  r.~~d politicians in outsi:4~ 'in:rlitutions1 
all ,of whom  work on  a  voluntary basis l'rith .limited ~ime  ~va.ila'bl~~  ·'!'he  object 
is  ~0 commission a  team' of  pt.ofessionals,  including socl,al planners;  archit.ect  s, 
artists;  sociologists,  educationalists,  etc.  t  to l<TOrk  to~ether with the already 
.·.  ~i~hly developed· te~ of local people.' and professio.nals," of~iciarls and _politi-
cians to implement  a  comprehensive  local plan as part  of an  ongoing social and 
physical planning and action process  of' regeneration,  and at the'aame time to 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
study the key shags  and blockages in communications preventing that  implemen- .  ~  .  . 
tat  ion. 
III. Technical  ch~acteristics 
a.  General data on  proposed method of operation  ------- ----------~--..... ----·--- - .  .  ' 
T,he  operation is to be  conducted through the Craigmillar Festi ··al Society 
Organisation and network, esp·eotally its Planning Workshop.  The  Planning 
./. 
't 
.. • 
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Trlorkshop·  was  set up  by the  Society to ali6-v.i'  Crr:d~it.lar residents to dis-
cuss  and activate the physical  end social deveiopmEmt  in  the  area~ 'including 
acceptable proposals 'from the  authotitf~s for th~ futtire. 
Represen~atives from  area Tenants'  and_Residents'  Associations in the waxd 
as lJ'/'ell  as  from parents'. groups,  schools,  churches,  youth and  co!Illll1.mity 
groups  and others,  serve  on the  open Workshops  and  Working Parties etc  • 
together vdth advisers  from Edinburgh and Heriot-:Watt  Un:i.versitiet;~ and 
else~-1here,  who  work  on  a  voluntary and time-limited basis-. 
The  Committees,  Norkshops,  t<Tork:i.ng  Parties. and  projec~ groups' meet· regtiiar-
ly. There -is a monthly progi,3SS  report  of the Society's vlorking Parties 
and meetings.  There  are 1-rider  community  conferences for everyone.· All 
mee:t;ings' ·are  open.  There. are weekly staff meetings  and, an occasional  stfl.ff 
"Think Day" • 
The  coordinating motion  pa~sed by the local authority enables par'tiqipation 
of local government  officials in the Planning Workshop  e.nd  its Trlorking 
Parties. It also urges the  local authority committees to  consiQ.er  -~·local 
p~oposals for' implementation.  The  ne~1 team of professionals ·a.nci  local 
people  rolill  link in vrith the_ existing orgP..nis!3.tional  structure to accele-
rate this process and discover its 1Jlockages. 
b. Description of frr..?up(s)  of ;population to 1:;e  assi.sted 
A population of.25 000 whose  social class breakdown is af follows: 
Class  I  + II -
Class· III 
4·~ 
44.0% 
- 28.8% 
23.z% 
Class  IV 
Class V 
This population inc+udes  an  v..nemploJ~ent rate of approximately 14%,  a  high 
percentage of single-parent  families,  a  le.rge number of pupils at  the local 
comprehensive  school receiving free  school meals,  the highest  overcrowding· 
of .~Y ward  in the City and  a  high ranking in juvenile delinquency, 
attempted suicide  and rent arrears,  etc. 
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o,  ~ent to ~oh  groups ,c5!-n~ern!?:..2!lli~Parti~!E~~J:n .the  planni~.  ~~9.!: 
· operation of 'the pr.o jeot·  .  . ,; ·  _  ........ _  _..~--------
It cannot  be  emphasised·:strongly enough that this·project is b~ill(S submitted 
by the people of the Craigmillar area of Edinburgh.  It underlines the  fact  .  .  .  .  .  -.  .  .  :  . 
that _what  is happening in  .. Craigmi:p~.r is a  ph~nomenon in participation 
.  '  .  .  '  .  ..: 
alread;y- called ."shared social planning"  ~d  "liai~on government". 
d.  ~at  i~~ .  an~~ng~~f.J~!:£~~! 
Two  years from beginning of funding. 
e.· ·~et~o2,  ~ti~and  _!imi~~:.~~_lu~!!~ 
:Action research,  comparison of health .end social indicators,  siX-monthly 
reports· with a  final report  at the :end  of year hi'o-. 
f •. other  6rg~isations with whi;ch  a  co6'rdination of a.otivities :ts  ·envisaged 
-~--_....  .. _._.., __________  ._~-----------·---·----
in the  operation of the project 
------~-... ---------
Edinburgh Corporation. 
IV.  Financial Aspects 
1975 
1976 
. . 
Local. 
·Authori  t;z 
'· 
1-.26.750  ... 
t  45 •. 000 
National 
Au..i_hprity · 
t 26.750 
.  .  '·  •'..  ·:. 
'. 
. E.E.C. 
.,.  53.509 
t  9,0.000 
,  . 
.. , 
... 
I.  Initiating~r~~is~iou 
Edinburgh Corporation  . 
II.  Short  description of _project 
UNITED  ,  JITNGDO~ 
... ,  .. 
.Anne:x:e  19h 
··.:.<" 
'•. 
The  programme  is a  pilot project  b~ the  local authority and varied areas of 
multi~le deprivation in the City of Edinburgh.  Its method is to  combine the 
principles of corporate and  area management  in local government  vrith eventual 
full participation of the. local  community in decision-making.  irlith this 
appro.::,.ch  it is· expected that there  ~ill bC?  positi,;e discrimination in resoUr-
ces to  such areas,  greater relev:a.nce  of decisions to the total needs of a 
. community,  anq.  an emergence  of confidence in the poor themselves that they 
can be effective in changing their own  situation. 
The  objective of the .programme is to combat  poverty within those geographica,l 
areas of the City in which it is so  obviously concentrated.  It is intended 
.  that· t.he· work  should not  stay Nithin a  separate programme,  but that the prin- .  .  .  '  .  '"  '  :  .  . 
ciples,  obj~ctives and methods  should become  part of the fabric of local 
·gover~ent  • 
We  .believe that .local government  can be .effective in. thi.s area because _it  plays 
the major part in influencing the  every-:-dazy- environment  of its citizens and 
therefore jhe· place  t~hich they see for themselves in sociei;y.  If  .the self-
image  and aspirations of the poor can be  changed - so  can  poverty~ 
III~ TechUical· ~h~acteristio~ 
a  .•  The basic method of the project. is set  out  in the following motion by 
Cou."l.cillor Davies  agreed by the Corporation early in 1973: 
"To  consider defining areas of multiple deprivatiqn within the City and 
to create  and  implement .policies on an inter-departmental 1:>asis  with a 
vie>·t .to  elimine,ting such deprivation.  Further,  in relation to this aim, 
.  . 
to consider: 
- the establishment  of a  central information unit to collect  and present 
all the Corporation's information on an inter-departmental basis; 
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- the establishment of "total. .~·~:rvtc~ ·t.e~s'~ comprising the  field~ororkers 
of the major persona.l  service departments  bC~.S"ed in the nmltiple depri-
vation a..reas  and representatives of each major depai1;ment1'·',each·. team ·tq 
have  a  permanent  chairm~;  :; .. 
~ the appointment  of a  permanent,  full-time senoir officer to coordinate 
· and direct the work of these teams; 
~ the establishment  of an advisory  committe~ of members~. officials, volun-
ta,cy  org~isations and  citioz;(ms to advise the  coordi.n~t.in€  offi~~r and 
the  CofPora~ion; 
· ...  -means whereby_ such policies.might be independent:j.y  .. assessed a:s  they pro-
ceed; 
- the ests.blishment  of.  a  sub-comniittee of members'·to be  responsible. for 
ma.jor policy decisions; 
-the immedi~e financial  conseqtionces;of the' implementation of this 
.·: 
., 
·Much  has happened  since t:tten,  but this still remains the  b~se.  of the work. 
Most  discussion and action has taken place  around· the  co.rporate delivery 
of services and therefore the establishment  of "total serVice  t.eam~" 'or 
'  What  are hOvl  called "area te:;uns 11  aild the· :iliVOlVement  of·tha·· loc~l COmiDU~ 
nity in the  every-d~y deci~l.on.,-mald.ng for the area has 'evolved ·from an  · 
"advisory'' nature,  along with other groups,  to a  lll'lich  more  central· role. 
b.  ~~~iption of_groups t~  assi:_s_!ed 
The  whole population within the four· selected  are~s of the pilot .. Project; 
these are: 
E<Uiulation  district  -.-.  --= 
(1!16 000  ror~io/Da1ry  J  !2  31  000  ··  Pilton)  .  . 
3  17  000  . Wester  Hai~es  ~-. 
4  14 000 
...  Central Lei'th  ·  ...  .  .. 
..  . 
. We  do  not believe it possible to realistically isolate  categori~s of need. 
.. , 
.;. 
' • 
., 
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o.  Community  groups  vril~.  l::>e,  involved.  e,t·  ~very st§l€e, . both formcHly and infer-
mall~, .in'  th~ devel~;m~t.  ~f  the  ;rogre~e - ~d  in the  gove~.ment  al · 
decisions which will flow from  it.  :. 
d.  ~~:!_!:>n  ;~d timing of  ...E~ect  · · 
TW.o  years for the initial experiment • 
e.  ~et~d, timil'lL~2:-dura:~,!~~f__~al?_!l:~i~~ 
Monitored. by CRU  who  can provide up-to-de.te  informo,tiou.  Evaluation will 
be- an.  ongoing process  from  at.~.rt  to finish of the programme.  All groups 
who  are involved in the project - people,  officirds' a.nd  politicians -
will be involved in evaluation.  The  University of. Edinhurgh is likely to 
be: involved at the appropriate stage and members  of its staff have  already 
participated in the planning of the programme.  A formal  evaluation report 
would be  submitted in the, third ye~ of operation but  ongoing information 
'·-·· 
would be provided by the Scottish Oftice Central Res_earch  U:'l_i t  • 
~:.'. 
f. Other organisations with which  coordination of activities. is envisaged in 
\  .......... ---.  ,,  .....  ---- ___......  -;---:::..--
the operation of the project 
·~  ---
All kinds of statutory and voluntary bodies in ~he City are  a-;vare  of the 
programme  and ma.tl\Y'  have already contributed to its development. 
It' is. ~tended- that the objectives·. and me_thOds  of the -programnie  should  '  . 
continue into the reformed local government  and the  LOthian  Regiona.l 
Co~cil has  al:xte~y begun to integrate the programme  into its Policy 
Planning Project. This will determine the machinery to be used for .the 
corporate. policy-making and management  of the nevT authoritj'. _. 
The  programme  is_designed,to use the normal  resources of local government 
and· to become part  of the continuing policies and processes of governm~nt. 
It therefore has substantial implications for local,  regional and national 
policy.  It is a  clear development  of the corporate and area management 
principles of government. :By  being part of the normal process of. government 
.  . 
it is clearly available for comparison on .a cross-national basis and has 
considerable potential in terms of feedback to future policy. 
( IV.  Financial Aspects 
1975 
1976 
. ;· 
·  ... 
,· 
Local 
~"lli_orjjz 
t  10.000 
t 10.000 
.t·. 
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. National 
A!lfu6ri t;i 
t 1o.ooo 
t  10.000· 
:·· 
.  ·~ 
·' 
·.:  ... 
··. 
:  ·~ 
E.E.c·.-
~ 20;000  ,. 
t·. 20.000· 
..  :;  ;·  ...... 
.. 
·,· 
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UNITED···. KINGDoM 
I. Initiating ors;anisation 
ITational  As~ciciation of Citi'Ze"ns'  Advice Bureaux. 
II.  Short  descr~tion of pro,ject 
A. p,;actical pr6posal for improving tho effectiveness of Citizens'  Advice 
Bureaux in giving advf6e  and  information about  the ·rights 'of appeal to soCial 
"-.. 
security tribunals and the procednre involved,  and in organising the' proVision 
of lay advocates to appear before. these tribunals•  Recent  research has ·pointed 
to the need for advisory services which are accesible  a.nd  broadly 'basec1.  The 
Citizens'  Advice B_Breau  Service already has considerable 'experience in social 
and uelfare  ~'IOJ:'k;~. 
III. Technical char'acteristics 
c .·.  a.  It is  proposed initially to provide an increased CAB  service in some  twenty 
Citizens'  Advice ;Bureailx,  grouped in three  areas~ The  areas w~uld be_ a  medium 
sized  to~m1  a  rural area and  a  wndon Borough.  The  proposed 'staffing consists 
of  o~1e  lal-;yer,  three trai!lcd CAB  sta~f,  four secretarial Sj;a.ff  and  a.· training 
consultant.  The  lo:wyer. would act  an  coordinatol" and  legal consultant.  The 
three trained CAB  staff,  with their secretaries,  would irork  ~n the three 
chosen areas.  They would have  overall respons1bility for the t;-ibunal 
assistance  service offered by Bureaux in their area._ 'I'hey  would  als9 be 
.  .,  ,.• 
responsible for coordinating i;hc  CAB  .se:rvice  in t'heir area tvith that 
offered by other specialist agencies.  The  training consul-t;  an~. will be. 
responsible for  a  special tr;1.ining course in the particular area of 
tribunal advocacy. 
b. The  project  aims to reach all those appearing before social secui-ity 
tribtmals -vrho  need help 'in understanding the nature of the tribunals and 
in presenting their case.  The  vcr-.J nature of these tribUnals means that 
those people appearing before them are often in financial need and, 
especially in the case of Supplementary Benefit  Appea:l  tribunals, 'they 
may  be  living on tho poverty line. 
./. ..... 
- :.  '  ...  ;_~  ·:. -· ....  , ••  :  #  ••  • 
.  -.;.~·~  -~--~·'• -.. ' 
...  .:·-. - ..  ;  .•/  . 
.;··· ....  .  ..  '. 
c. Appelant  s  wi  11  normally.,!)<?.  ep._£ouraged. t '?  _appear. pefore the,.  t-rl,:bunals  t·rhon 
.....  •  •.  •  ,.  ''  •  ..  .  l- ··'  ' 
their case is heard and to this  e~ent they nill participate in the operation 
of the project. 
d.  The 'project  :ts :intended to last for :·two -years initially. It" is like!y that 
· · ·the.'basic tr:dning '·operation :of the' study 1~-rill ·take the first  s~  months. _ 
·.  -.  ~  Towaz'ds·the  end-. -or  this·"t:Lni.e  a -careful 'publicity drive  w~li be· undertaken 
-encouraging ·people t'o ·consult- thei-r local CAB  if the~t have ·beeri refused  a 
benefit~·  ·  · ·  · 
•  ~  ,·  ~  :  '  ·•  •  r  \ 
e. Evaluat-ion 'will 'be  by way  o':t  reports to  and discussions inth a  steering 
- . 
group representing interested-government  depe~ments and  NACAB~ 
f. NAC,'\B  recognise that many  other organisations haY.e,  a us.eful :·contribution 
.  _  f!1- addi1;ion to.  t~at -made. by OABx •.  _The.se. include. Trade. Unions,  Brit~sh ~gien,; 
a  nUll'lber.  of O:rganisations  concern,od ;-rith 1·relfare rights  a~: ;-rell. as- f..a.;-r 
•  •  •  0'  '  '  •  :  •  ''•  ,.  '•  r  •  •  '  '• 
Cen~~~s  :~d spl,icitors _in ,Pr~~ate practic_e. _The.  organisati~ns. like_ly to 
be  ll).Ofrl  close~y- conce;rned are;  . -·  . 
. Tl:le  Child Poverty, Ac.tion Group 
•.  ,!··  .  .  f  .  ••  •  •  '·  • 
~  '  ·.  Citizens'  Right~ (}f;f;i.ce 
...  1rati9nal.  Ccrunc~~ fo:.-.  ~i"'"il.. Li.'!:le:Miies. 
- ... Fre.e  Representatj_on  Uni·~  -.  .  - ..  ·.  . 
Uni1:ed  Kingdol\1  •ie,--ra..u·bs Ad:v5.sory  Servi,ee. 
'.;. 
IV.  Fiilancial  Aspec't'~  -' 
•·.  ::  :. :·.:- ·''  .  , 
19.75 
... , .  -1976 
~.  : . 
..... 
National 
,&~_·!:;~~=::.~Y.  2L 
.'• .... 
i .10~_0-:)0 
·"  lO  ... COO 
·  .. ,  ~  . 
n:.:c.c. 
.  . 
't  lOoCOQ  ..  .  . . .  ~ .... 
.. 
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Northern· I1'eiand Departm€mt  of Health and· Social Services. 
n. Short  d_escrJE.t~~~  .  ..n of :eroje,Yt 
.  ·.,. 
~~e;rs ,£f,_  .. ~5:~s of special need  <1nd  of vwrk of voluntary  orga.ni.~~tions in 
'Northertl. T:;~(<!2.:1d 
:  ~-:-----··~_,  ... ,..,._,,.~"·····-
Tlv-o  surve_-ys  :.>?-·3  proposedt -the  :fir::rl  hy an  inte~cporl!IIont1.1 te01'11,  o-f  the extent 
to o-rhich  g·:·•.Je:·nment  and  other se1·v:.oes. are being taken up  and  are fulfilling 
their purpo:~  ~  in the fields of housing,. health and education.  The  main objec-
. tives ar-e'  to'  ,st·~ldy the  e::..'"tent  of'  multiple deprivation and produce guidelines 
:for il!lprc;rir-g  effectiveness of services and to study the usefulness of desig-
·nat ing  pa:~~~ 3  c'J.~.a.r  areas as areas of speCial need.· 
,  · · · · Tp.e  second  surv·ey?  by the Department  of Administration o'f the New  University 
of· Ulster  <:,t  ·Coleraine,  is of the part pley-ed by voluntary organisations in 
meeting  socir-,1  ncecls.  Its purpose is to  a.ssess the  scope people have to pro-
vide  for themselves  and  for others  ser'J'ices' which '1-rould  not  otherwise be ·  · 
available.· 
III. Technis.€1:.L  ... £?:.~"C'acteristics 
a.  The  first  survey v1ill  comprise  ia-ro  elements: 
(i) a  multi-variate analysis of census data to  produce-~  ~.ea.ns  ofidenti~ 
fying  and  delineat~ the  spa'l:i:i.a:J.  concentration of various  combinations 
of social need in Belfast  and ultimately in Northern Ireland,  and 
contemporaneously 
·(ii) an  in~epth study of the prqhl13ms  of a  small number of selected areas 
in Belfast  and,  by assessing j:l:'u  impact  and intentions of present 
p:;'ogrammes  and relating these to the :felt needs of the  locaJ.  popula.:. 
ti.nn1  to identify gaps and  sh~~:t·~c<)tnings in the existing pJ'<)clisions. 
i.rhu  two  areas .selected in Bol7.'a3t  lor the in-depth stt:.dy arc the 
middle  Shankill  (Protesta~t) and  Lower  Falls  (Catholic)  areas. 
./. , . 
.  ~·. ···•·:""  .  .,....  !  ...., 
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The  second study t·rill be  an  extensive field e::camination. ih Northern. Ireland 
of the  ~-1ork .~f v.olu,nta.cy- 't!odief3  anQ:  thc_:·~xtent, and signi.'ficance _{)f  their 
contribution to social welfare. 
b., Both surveys are directed at the benefit  of thg  p'bp~lat:i.bn ,of Norbhern 
~-..  . !r.eland  ~..rho  ai-El.  in:  21eeP. ~·  ·T,h.e  .l.oc6.l  studies .in  Bel;fa~ .will be  .. of.:tl-10 
particularly impoverished ~ban areas t-rhose  population has been· sev~rb_ly 
.  I  • 'affected by the' longstanding uriemplo;yment  pr'obleins. of Norther"1. ·treland 
.  j' ·• ·.'and  by the· 'troubles of .th-e  last  fetrr  years r  '  .. 
. c. 
,.•'·'·'·  -l.  !' 
~-e first  survey is e:x:Pected to be  completed. in six months,  the second in . 
t_w'8·  y~'i.rs  •· 
-~  ..  ..  ~  .  ··.•  . 
,  ~  . '', rr ~-
d.  A coordination of activities· is envisaged  wi~h Comwter studies_ ~e~ment,. 
~h~ Queen's .University,  ..  B~~fa13t· and the Department  of Social ~inisii~ation, 
~.he_ Ne:tv  t.Jniver~ity·of Ulster, ,,Coleraine. 
.~  -~. 
While  ~he,.  oir.cumstanc~s of N<?,rthern .  .Ireland  ;u-e_  unique,  ...  th~ m~tp,odp*ogy .of. 
these  surveys uill be of general interest and the study of volunt~  , :, 
organisations may be usefully compared with  ~vork don.e  in the Republic of 
Ireland under the Programme. 
Iy.  Financial asnc:ts·- ., , 
·, .... 
1975  :' 
1976 
I.:. 
.:.National . 
Authorit;y 
'~· 9.000. 
t 4.000. 
·.  . ·.,\ 
:;:'  ·  .•  i 
E.E.c~ 
, .  .....:.  ........... 
t  9.000' 
f.  4.000 
.  lj 
.;, 
.. 
) 
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.UNITED  KINGDOM,  FRANCE  AND  GERMANY 
The  Institute of Community  Studies  (London)  in conjunction with 
- INFAS  ( Insti  tut· fi.ir  Angewandte  Soziafwissensc~aft) 
Bonn  -· Bad  Gode~berg 
CREDOG  ( Centr·e :de  Rechei"ches  et  de  Documentation  sui' la 
Consommation),  Paris; 
II..  Short  g_es<?£iption  of :pro_jec,_b  in£._l..E,ding  objecj;tves  an.E_ 
·justification ·: 
The  intention is to  carry out  the first pa-rt  ·or·.~-a comparati  ire 
cross-~atioiial; survey of povert_y  in Britain;. France  and  Germany  .. to 
investigat.e,  th~. cor.1posi '!;ion. of poverty groups and t'hr.ow  light  Qn  .the 
ope~ation.  of  ..  th_~ ·social service.s.  Communi~y funds  will not  be  , . 
committed to  the  second part of the- pr.oposed-stuQ,y,  until the resul'tft 
of ,the first part-;have proved the, validity of j.ts m.ethodology,._ to 
the satisfaction of the  Commission  and, the Member  States concerne_d •. 
The  central aim  of the proposed research is to learn more,  on 
a  cross-national basis,  about  the· circumstances  o~. d,.ep;-ivE:)d  -i>~ople 
and about  the relative effectiveness of the  social services and social 
policies in general. 
The  method  used will be a  combina~~on of sample  surveys in 
different ·countries,  to  discover how  many  people  and what  kin.ds.of 
pe6ple  aX'~~ in poverty,. with"'stUdie's. i:;f ·:thee. pol.i¢i€ff'and-irtstitutio_nal 
arrangements in those  countries. 
The  purpose· is to  stimulate  informed  debate within the 
EUropean  Communities  about  the  effectivenes's of alternative national 
strategies to  combat  poverty. - 62  -
.:·'·:..  ,,  . 
:·.  '.:i' 
a)  Sample  surveye \orill  be  combined with  stu¢ties of t.he  sopial 
..  .  .  .. 
policies and the institutional arrangements  for  the social services 
in the cbuntri'es' under  compar'ison. .  ·.:  .  ; ' 
Such  ·sampie .su'rveys 'pose  pilrticular ·tech~ical problems. ·The  aim 
is to  draw  a  sample  which  provi4es· an adequate  representation of 
Bifferent  categories of·people -in 'poverty,  t.Jithout  being so:large as 
to be prohibitively expensive. 
The  proposed solution is deliberately to.bias the  sample  towards 
poor~  people~· for  e'xample. oy. drawing .an. !.ov'erweighted'. prbpor.tiorl'. 
of areas and  sub~areas where  they 
will then over-represent the poor 
form  which  can be  'rew'eighted' •. 
.  '  .  •  J  :  ~ 
are likely to  be  found  •. The  .earilple 
but its results will be  in a 
•:. 
•  .  )  I  ;  :  '  •'  :;  _-··.  ·~ •  '  •.  f.  ' 
b)  Duration and  timing  :  a:s  soon as financial  approval  ~s.~~ven 
work  will. start on  the selection of 'samples  anQ.  'th~  dr~fti.ng' of,' . 
queetionn~ires.  · The pilot stuliee in  the  thi-ee  countr:t"~s  ~ill.  ~;~·  ·.  ''  .. 
.  ),  ~  '  .  •  ,  ~  . r·  •• '  • 
completed 'anQ.  a  report writt.en  ·~n  twelve months  from  commenc~ment' 
•.• ••  '  •  - •  ~  •  •  ''  •  ~  :  •  •  •  •  ':f.  _l  ~  '  • .  ~·.  ;·  ;,  •  ••  -.  :~  •••  '  :  .:  [  •• 
· A  dec~sion concerning the  second part of the  at~dy must  be  taken on 
the'ba~i~'o.f the resliite.of  .. the  fir~t :P.art..  .  :  .  .. 
;. 
IV.  Financial• aspects.  ·· 
The  cost  of the· firs1;  :Pa:rt ·of the  fJtU4Y" "ill  be 
.·  ,· 
'.  :  .. . ···:··,. 
.: .. ,  ...·  . '·  .. 
·;. 
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/ 
PRELIMIN.L':.RY ·stmVEY>oN-· TfiE  DEFINITION ·w ·roVERTY.· 
IN  EUROPE  MTD  ITS  DETEfU.IINMWE 
Short  nescrintion ·of  the. T:lroject,  its aims  arid  the reasons for conducting it 
A preliminary survey is to be conducted on various·aspects  of poverty 
in the Com:riuni ty, 
The  aim is to  add a  further questionnaire to· the  "EEC  Consumer  Survey" 
to be  conducted in October 1976 (under. the supervision of the Directorate-
General· for Economic  anc1  Fi:mncial Affairs),  based  c;>il  a  sample  of 5 000 
~ouseholds in each Member  ~t.ate. 
To· prepare this supplement  a  preliminary survey will be carrj_ed out 
as part of the  "Survey on the Attitudes of Europeans" -·a s~mi-annual 
survey k:no1-m  a,s  the  "European Barometer"  - in April 1976  (under the super- · 
vision of. the  Dire'ctorate.;.Qen~ral for Information).. ;  it will be based.  on 
a· sample of 1  000  households per Member  State  (300 in Lu.xembourg), 
A draft questionnaire has been  dra1·m  up by the Commission  with the 
. ' 
1  'help of qualified. eJ::perts  and representatives· of the eight  organizations 
which carey out  the semi-anntL:tl  "European Barom~ter" surveys, 
The  draft contains thirty:questions to be asked  o~ally. and three 
calling for replies written in the interviewer's presence, 
·  : . ,4.-~tl:J.Ough .the final  form  of. this  questiormai~e has not yet been ·fixed, 
. th;e. te:x:t  g:Lves  an idea of the kind of questions to be put, Apart  from  the 
customary  ~uestions to .establish. identity,  the  que~tionnaire. indudes queries 
•  •  1  I  \ 
on income,  the inte·rviehree' s satisfaction t-rith his lot and his idea of poverty. 
I 
For example  : 
the mi'nimtun  income  for a  single PE:Jrson,  a  childless  c<:>Uple  or a. family 
o:f  four  ; 
- the income  level  required for a  ~eoent standard of living 
the  cot:npone:.1ts  of.a household's  overall  income  (wages  and other  .. i:i}.come, 
pensions,  family allowances,  etc,) • 
\ ..... ·  ...•  '. 
..  •.  . ., 
··:·  :.-
·.~.·.~ ·  ..  ·.;-~~-.. :.-'!'·  ... :-:_·t.  __ P4;_  .'--..  !:  ~(~:  .; .•....  ~.  :\·1 ")' ..  '''..  .  . :~  -~··.··: 
•,•  '·  :  .,.  • - •  ':c  ,  •• •  •• I  ...  "-.  ;··  .<;  ~  •  :  ·;  ••  ,• .-.·  •  .', 
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- the characteristics of poverty  (persons with ver.y  low incomes,  the unem-
ployed,  persons  td.~!'t  -~-~;"t!_:t!'.~ .-o.:r  no_)~ghoolit1g,_*j;he  el~e:rly  o~ those living 
alone,  the paol;'ly housed,. :the  __ sick or handicapped,  etc.) 
'  ~  :  .  .  .  .·  . 
-.proaup~·a;· go9ds.  ~·d· ~~~~A~~-s-o~o~,  a:~·e·s~'i-ble  be~a~e of inadequate  in~ome 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  - •.  .  ~ 
(f~od,  clothes;  houed.ni,''  rri~a.i-cal  ca;e, ·education,  durable  consumer  goods, 
transportation,  etc.)  ; 
- deg;.ee 'of.  ~:o~teritment {inc.ome,  housing;  employment,  education,  medical 
·  c~re,.  ~o;i~:l,  servic~s,' trana;ortati~n,:  en~ronrn~t~t·,  particip~tion in t~e . 
social life -of  towri;  village, 'etc.)  ; 
orkariizatj.ons '•invol  ved . 
,.  '  r 
'Ihis preliminary su;rvey wili l?e  conducted by 
.  ·.  .  .  . 
EMNI:O  (Germany),  GALLUPSFtum:EDSlU'fAV(SE  (Denmark),  NIPO  (Nether  lands), 
:OOXA  (Italy),  Dli~SO (Belgium and Luxembourg),  ~RISI;I .M.A,RKETING  .STJRVEYS 
(Ireland):,  G.L\LLUP  (United Kingdom)  and IFOP  (France).  IFOP  will  coordinate  .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .·  .  .  .. 
the  in~ividual surveys,  process  th~ replies· and draw up  a  sununary  report  ;  .· 
.  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  ~  ~  . ,. 
it 'h'ill  a"Lso  sign the rehited contracts with the Commissio.n  on behalf  . 
~ 
of all thG  aforemen-tioned organizations. 
· Results  :  '; 
I  ~  .. 
. 'Ihe  resUlts 'of the SUrVeY  will be . available .  froi-, . June/  July 1916' ·and 
will provide the ·bas.is ·for· drawing U:p  a  s~pplemen'tary' questionnaiJ:;e ·  (;'!(pov~rty, 
which· will ·in: turn be added to· the October 1976  11Consurrier' Surveyi::. "· ·  "  .  ..  . 
Financing 
'!he  survey will be  ~aid for,  out of  :th~  f~dr;; [l\ade  availo.bl  a  to the 
Commfssion under the heading  "Action against Poverty
11  {Council  Decisio.n 
'  . 
'Of 22 July 1975),  i.e  •  .- a . .sum  of  10.000 u .. a..  This  sum  tdll. cover 
the· prepa.rat~ng work.- 1ne. suryey itself, the u'tilizat_ion of the  ~esul  ta' 
and a.  number  of more  detailed analyses. 
.\. 